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Philip Mauro (January 7, 1859 – April 7, 1952) was an American lawyer and
author. He was born in St. Louis, Missouri.cHe was a lawyer who practiced
before the Supreme Court, a patent lawyer, and also a Christian writer.

Philip Mauro almost exclusively used the Authorized Version (King James
Version) unless he specifically referred to the Revised Version, the American
Revised Version (later known as the American Standard Version), or even in
places to the Rotherham Version to illustrate a particular point. The use of
the Authorized Version was retained throughout this work.

Our object in the present series of papers is to bring before our readers
some results of recent studies of the prophecy of The Seventy Weeks (Daniel
9), and of the Lord’s discourse on Mount Olivet (Matthew 24, Mark 13, Luke
21), in which He applied and expanded a part of that prophecy.

Writings and addresses on prophecy always excite interest, because they
appeal to the element of curiosity which is prominent in human nature. But
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such writings and addresses are of benefit only so far as they rightly
interpret the Scripture. In the case of unfulfilled prophecy this is
oftentimes a matter of difficulty; while on the other hand writers on
prophetic themes are under constant temptation to indulge in Surmises and
speculations, and even in flights of imagination. Much has been put forth as
interpretation of prophecy which is utterly unproven, but which could not be
disproved except, as in cases where dates have been set for the coming of
Christ, by the event itself.

Another fact which has been impressed upon us in this connection is that
there has been no progress in the interpretation of unfulfilled prophecy for
a good many years. At “prophetic conferences”, and in books and magazines,
the same things are being repeated today, with little variation, that were
said two decades ago. It would seem that, for some reason, the Lord has not
been, of late, shedding fresh light upon this part of His precious Word. Our
own thought about the matter is that writers on prophecy have gone so far in
advancing, and the people of God in accepting, mere conjectures, unproven
theories, or at best mere probabilities, as interpretations of the prophetic
Scriptures, that there must needs be a surrender of our speculative ideas,
and a retracing of some of our steps (which have diverged from the truth),
ere there can be any real advance in the understanding of this part of the
Word of God.

Having these things in mind, we purpose, in entering upon the present line of
studies, to be governed by certain principles which, we believe, should
control at all times those who assume to expound the Word of God to their
fellow saints.

The first of these controlling principles is, neither to accept nor to give
forth as settled interpretation anything that rests upon surmise or mere
probability; but only what is supported either by direct proof from
Scripture, or by reasonable deduction there from. We maintain that it is far
better to have no explanation at all of a difficult passage than to accept
one which may turn out to be wrong. For it is not easy to give up an idea
when once we have committed ourselves to it.

In fact, that which chiefly stands in the way of the acceptance of fresh
light and truth from the Scriptures is the strong (in some cases almost
invincible) reluctance of the human mind to surrender or even to examine the
ground of, opinions which possibly were originally accepted upon human
authority only, and without any inquiry as to the support which can be found
for them in the Word of God.

Another guiding principle is that the proof adduced in support of any
interpretation should be taken from the Scripture itself. Our conviction is
that, whatever information is essential for the interpretation of any and
every passage of Scripture is to be found somewhere in the Bible itself. Were
it not so the Holy Scriptures would not be able to make the man of God
perfect, that is to say, complete, and thoroughly furnished unto every good
work (2 Timothy 3:16–17). We must, of course, appeal to history in order to
show the fulfillment of prophecy; for it cannot be shown in any other way.
But the interpretation of Scripture is another matter.



Furthermore, wherever we offer a statement or opinion to the reader for his
acceptance, we feel bound to give along with it the proofs by which we deem
it to be established. This should be demanded of every writer. But, most
unhappily, there are now in circulation many books dealing with Bible
subjects, whose authors deem themselves to be such high “authorities” that
they habitually make assertions of the most radical sort without citing in
support thereof any proof whatever. We earnestly caution our readers to
beware of all such. It is not according to the mind of God that His people
should rest upon any human “authorities” whatever. His own Word is the only
authority. These papers are prepared for the benefit of “the common people”.
What we undertake by the grace of God to do is to make every statement and
conclusion so plain, and to support it by such clear proof from the
Scriptures alone, that the ordinary reader will be able both to see for
himself the meaning of the passage, and also to comprehend perfectly the
scriptural evidence by which that meaning is established. Thus he will be
entirely independent of all human “authority”.

This is an exceedingly important point. For, as matters now stand, it would
be difficult or impossible to find anyone whose view of the Seventy Weeks
prophecy does not rest, as to someone or more essential features thereof,
upon mere human authority. In our own case, when we began these studies
(about May 1921) our opinion (in regard especially to the Chronology of the
prophetic period) had no better basis than that such were the views of
certain eminent writers on Bible topics; and this was most unsatisfactory
because we knew that there were other equally eminent students of the Bible
who held an entirely different view. But now we are in no uncertainty. We
have solid ground under our feet; for every conclusion rests upon the
unshakable rock of God s own testimony. This is as it should be.

We wish particularly to impress upon our readers that the proofs furnished by
the Scriptures for our comprehension of this great and marvelous prophecy are
not hard to understand or to apply. On the contrary, they are quite simple.
On a moment s reflection, it will be seen that it could not be otherwise. For
the Scriptures were written, not for the erudite, but for the simple-minded.
Our Lord said, speaking of this very prophecy, “Whoso readeth, let him
understand” (Matthew 24:15); and it should not surprise us to find that all
the materials needed for our understanding of the matter are contained in the
Bible itself.

Bible Chronology

Prior to the publication of Martin Anstey’s great work in 1913, all the
existing systems of Bible Chronology were dependent, for the period of time
embraced by the Seventy Weeks, upon sources of information outside the Bible,
and which are, moreover, not only unsupported by proof, but are in conflict
with the Scriptures. Anstey’s system has the unique merit of being based on
the Bible alone. Therefore it is capable of being verified by all Bible
readers. But for the prophecy of the Seventy Weeks there is no need to resort
to any system of chronology, seeing that the prophecy contains its own
chronology. In fact the difficulties and confusion which have arisen in
connection with this prophecy are due in large measure to the attempt to make
it conform to an incorrect chronology.



A Prophecy of Transcendent Interest

The Scripture we are now about to study is one of the most marvelous and most
transcendently important in the Word of God. That which is of supreme
interest in it is the divinely revealed time measure, starting from the
return of the Israelites out of Babylonian historical event second in
importance only to the Exodus from Egypt — down to the culminating event of
all prophecy and all history, even “unto Messiah,” and to His being “cut off
and having nothing.”

The very nature of the things here revealed is a guaranty that, in the
Scriptures themselves, will be found everything that is needed for a right
and clear understanding thereof; and further that the whole matter lies
within the comprehension of ordinary saints. All we ask of our readers is
their prayerful attention to the Scriptures to which we shall refer. Upon
that sole condition we can confidently promise them that they will be well
able to understand every matter advanced, and to see for themselves whether
it be supported by the Word of God or not.

Finally, we desire to say that the conclusions we have reached involve
nothing (unless in respect to some minor details) that has not been pointed
out by sound Bible expositors of other days. This, however, we were (in some
important particulars) unaware of until our studies were completed; for while
they were in progress we consulted no human authorities except Anstey’s Bible
Chronology, mentioned above.

If any of our readers should find themselves in disagreement as to any of the
matters set forth herein, we would ask of such only a patient examination of
the proofs advanced, together with that measure of kindly toleration which is
to be expected in such cases amongst those who are, with equal sincerity,
seeking to know the mind of God.

“Daniel the Prophet” (Matthew 24:15)

The book of Daniel differs in marked particulars from all others. The
miraculous element abounds in it; and because of this it has been within
recent years an object of venomous attack by the enemies of truth.
Furthermore, the communications found in it are not, like other prophecies,
in the nature of exhortations and warnings to the people of that time; for
Daniel was not (like the other prophets), the messenger of God to the people
of Daniel s own day. They are, on the contrary, in the nature of Divine
revelations, given to Daniel, either in the form of visions, or of messages
direct from heaven. It does not appear that they were communicated to the
people of that day. Thus the book is seen to be not for the people of Daniel
s own time, but for those of a later period or periods. Here is a very marked
difference between the prophecies of Daniel, and all others.

Moreover, the book of Daniel has to do in a very special way with Christ; and
to this feature we would call particular attention. Christ Himself is
distinctly seen in it, once in earth in the midst of the burning fiery
furnace, delivering the men who trusted in their God (3:25); and once in
heaven, receiving an everlasting Kingdom (7:13–14). And beyond all else in



interest and importance is the fact that to Daniel was given the exact
measure of time from an event clearly marked in his own day — an event for
which he had fervently prayed — to the coming of Christ, and to His being
“cut off”. Moreover, in this connection, God revealed to Daniel the marvelous
things which were to be accomplished through the crucifixion of Christ, as
well as the overwhelming judgments — the “desolations” — far surpassing
anything of like nature theretofore — which were to fall upon the City, the
Sanctuary and the People, in consequence of their rejection and crucifixion
of Christ.

In respect to these remarkable and immensely important features, the book of
Daniel stands in a class by itself.

Moreover, this book contains not only predictions that were to be fulfilled
at the first coming of Christ, but also predictions relating to the end of
the present age. For we have in the vision of the great image of gold,
silver, brass, iron, and clay, recorded in Chapter 2, an outline of the
course of human history from Daniel’s own time down to the second coming of
Christ in power and glory; and the breadth of the prophecy is such that it
embraces the chief political changes of the whole world.

It is doubtless because of the unique character and importance of this book
that it has been so fiercely attacked within recent times, and that every
attempt has been made to raise a doubt as, to its authenticity; for great
efforts have been made to convince the people in general that it was not
written by Daniel, or in his day. Those attempts have conspicuously failed;
but the efforts of the adversary to discredit this book are still to be seen
in the crude interpretations, miscalculations, and fantastical views which
have been poured forth in this day, now that it has become a matter of
importance to “understand” these prophecies.

An intimation of the efforts that would be made to becloud the prophecy of
Daniel is found in the words of Christ when, in referring directly to that
prophecy, he said, “Whoso readeth let him understand” (Matthew 24:15). But
those words may also be taken as an encouragement to seek a right
understanding of that wonderful series of prophecies.

The chief interest of our study centers in the revelation given to Daniel in
the first year of the Medo-Persian Empire, and found in the ninth Chapter;
and it is to this prophecy of prophecies that we wish to direct attention at
the present time. It is generally known as the prophecy of the Seventy Weeks
(Daniel 9:24–27).

The setting of this prophecy should first be carefully noted. Daniel had
learned, through Jeremiah 25:11; 29:10, that the period which God had set for
the “desolations of Jerusalem” was just seventy years (Daniel 9:1). That
period was then about to expire; for the decree, whereby the captivity was
ended and the Jews were allowed (and even exhorted) to return to their land
and city, was issued by, Cyrus within two years (Ezra 1:1). That this was the
fulfillment of Jeremiah’s prophecy is certainly known, because it is recorded
in Ezra 1:1 that the Lord stirred up the spirit of Cyrus to issue that
decree, for the express purpose that “the word of the Lord by the mouth of



Jeremiah might be fulfilled”. This is surpassingly wonderful and impressive.

The effect upon Daniel of receiving this revelation was to send him to his
knees in confession and prayer. His prayer should be carefully examined. It
will be seen that it has to do entirely with the city, the sanctuary, and the
people of God, with special reference to the “desolations” of the city. It
will be seen also that these same subjects are what occupy the prophecy which
the angel Gabriel brought to Daniel in response to his prayer. We call
special attention to this, and also to the following points of interest:

God’s response to Daniel’s prayer was in the form of a revelation1.
brought to him by the angel Gabriel, who stated, as the first item of
information, that the seventy years of captivity were to be followed by
a period of seventy sevens (of years). The word here rendered “weeks” is
literally “sevens”; so there is no doubt that the period designated in
this prophecy is seventy sevens of years — 490 years.
The decree which was to bring the captivity to an end by freeing the2.
Jews, granting them the liberty to return to their own land and to
rebuild the city and sanctuary, was to be also the starting point of the
“determined” period of seventy sevens of years. This is clearly seen
from the prophecy itself in connection with Ezra 1:1 and other
Scriptures hereafter referred to; and it is important — indeed necessary
in order to avoid being misled — that we grasp this fact and keep it in
mind. So we repeat that the epoch-making decree of Cyrus in the first
year of his reign (as sole king), in virtue of which the city and temple
were rebuilt under Zerubbabel and Joshua, was both the termination of
the 70 years captivity and also the starting point for the prophetic
period of 70 sevens, which had been “determined”, or measured out, in
the councils of heaven, upon the people and the holy city. Where the one
period was to end, the other (just seven times as long) was to begin.
Again we ask that this point be carefully noted. Full proof of its
correctness will be given in our next chapter.
Daniel had, in his player, confessed the sins of his people, for which3.
sins God had brought upon them the “desolations” of their city and
sanctuary. But, to his intense grief no doubt, the angel Gabriel
revealed to him that a far more terrible sin, the very culmination of
the sins of the people, was yet to be committed by them. This was to
happen within the period “determined” by the prophecy; and moreover, in
consequence thereof, a judgment far more severe was to fall upon them,
even the utter destruction of the city and sanctuary, the sweeping away
of the nation as “with a flood”, and “desolations” of age-long duration.
No wonder eve find Daniel, in the third year of Cyrus, still mourning
and fasting three full weeks, and lamenting that his comeliness was
turned in him into corruption (10:2–3, 8). Daniel had said in his
prayer, “Yea, all Israel have transgressed” (verse 11). An evident
response to this is seen in the words of Gabriel, “seventy weeks are
determined upon thy people to finish the transgression.” With this we
may compare the words of Christ, spoken to the leaders of Israel, just
before the Olivet discourse: “Fill ye up then the measure of your
fathers” (Matthew 23:32). They did so by rejecting and crucifying Him.
The most important feature of the revelation brought by Gabriel to4.



Daniel was the precise measure of time (69 sevens, or 483 years) “to
Messiah, THE PRINCE”; and the time when Messiah was to be “cut off and
have nothing”. This is the wonder of wonders, the prophecy of
prophecies.
The angel Gabriel, who brought these marvelous predictions to Daniel, is5.
the same who announced the approach of the fulfillment of them to
Zachariah and to Mary (Luke 1:11–19; 26).
The expression used by Gabriel to Daniel, “thou art greatly beloved”, is6.
the exact equivalent of the word addressed by the same messenger to Mary
— “thou art highly favored” (Anstey’s Bible Chronology, page 276). Mr.
Anstey says of this expression: “It is used three times to Daniel and
never to anyone else except Mary; and Gabriel is the only angel employed
to make known to men the revelation of the mystery of redemption.”
The revelation embraces two main subjects (a) the coming and cutting off7.
of the Messiah, (b) the destruction and “desolation” of the City and
Sanctuary. It is a fact very familiar to all readers of the Bible, that
Christ Jesus called this prophecy to the minds of His disciples on the
eve of His being “cut off,” and definitely announced to them at that
time the approaching destruction and “desolation” of Jerusalem and the
Temple (Matthew 24:1–22; Luke 21:20–24). In these seven points we have
the main elements for a right understanding of the prophecy.

“From the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem
unto Messiah the Prince” (Daniel 9:25)

The prophecy begins at verse 24. The angel informs Daniel that seventy sevens
of years were “determined” (or marked out) upon his people, and upon his holy
city, to finish the transgression, to make an end of sins, to make
reconciliation for iniquity, to bring in everlasting righteousness, to seal
up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most holy (place). Here are six
things which were to be accomplished within the definitely determined period
of 490 years of Jewish history. Into those six things we purpose to look
later on. But there is one important question that should be settled first.
When does the stretch of 490 years begin? The next verse gives this needed
information. We read, “Know therefore, and understand that from the going
forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem unto the Messiah,
the Prince, shall be seven weeks and three score and two weeks.” From this we
learn that there was to be a total of 69 weeks (7 weeks plus 62 weeks) or 483
years from the given starting point unto the Messiah.

We must therefore determine with certainty the event from which the count of
the seventy weeks was to begin; for it is manifest that the measuring line,
notwithstanding it was given directly from heaven, and notwithstanding it is
recorded for our benefit in the inspired Scriptures, will be of no use to us
whatever unless the starting point be certainly known. It is equally manifest
that the starting point cannot be certainly known unless it be revealed in
the Scriptures and in such wise that the ordinary reader can “know and
understand” it beyond a doubt. This essential matter, however, is revealed in
the Word of God; and moreover the information is given in a manner so plain
and so simple that the wayfaring man need not err therein. To this we will
come in a moment. But first it is desirable to speak of the various and



conflicting ideas on this vital point that are found in current writings on
prophecy. For, strange to say, there is the greatest disagreement and
contrariety of opinion as to the particular “commandment” or “word” referred
to by the angel as the starting point of the 70 weeks. There are no less than
four different decrees, or royal commands, which have been brought forward as
the point from which the seventy weeks are to be counted. Some able and
learned expositors choose one, and others equally able and learned choose
another. Yet the Word of God speaks as clearly as to this as it speaks
concerning where Christ should be born.

Why then this difference of opinion? The explanation is that those who, in
recent years, have turned their attention to this prophecy have gone about
the interpretation of it in the wrong way. They have pursued a method which
cannot do other than lead to an erroneous conclusion. This should be
understood by the reader (and we will seek to make it quite clear) before
proceeding further.

The right way of getting at the chronology of the prophecy is so simple and
obvious that a child can readily comprehend it. All we need to do is to
ascertain from the Word of God the two events specified by the angel, (1) the
going forth of the “commandment” and (2) the manifestation of “Messiah the
Prince.” Having definitely fixed these two events (which the Scriptures
enable us to do with certainty) we know from the prophecy itself that from
the one to the other is just 483 years. By this method we have no need of a
system of chronology.

But our expositors have proceeded in a very different way. First they have
made choice of one or another of the various systems of chronology which have
been compiled by various chronologists — as Ussher’s, Lloyd’s, Clinton’s or
Marshall’s. Then, having assigned the correctness of the selected chronology,
they have sought first for a decree of some Persian king, and second for some
event in the lifetime of Christ, which would be as near as possible to 483
years apart, according to the selected chronology.

It will be clear upon the briefest consideration that, according to this
method, the interpretation of the prophecy is controlled by whatever
chronology the expositor may have selected; for he needs must reject every
interpretation which does not agree with his assumed chronology.

Now, not only is this method of procedure fundamentally wrong in that it
tries to make events of Bible history fit in with a man-made chronological
scheme, but the fact is that every chronological System covering the period
we have to do with (i.e., from the beginning of the Persian monarchy down to
Christ) is largely a matter of guesswork. All those systems, without any
exception, are based upon the “canon” of Ptolemy, that is to say, a list of
supposed Persian kings, with the supposed length of the reign of each, which
list was compiled by Ptolemy, a heathen astronomer and writer of the second
century AD But Ptolemy does not even pretend to have had any facts as to the
length of the Persian period (that is to say, from Darius and Cyrus down to
Alexander the Great). Ptolemy estimates or guesses this period to have been
205 years long. And this is what has caused all the trouble and uncertainty;
for everyone who has attempted to construct a Bible chronology has based



himself on Ptolemy’s estimate. In a word then, there is no chronology in
existence of the period from Cyrus to Christ except in the Bible.

In order to show how great is the uncertainty as to the length of the Persian
empire, we have only to mention the fact that, according to Jewish traditions
in the days of Christ (which surely are as much to be trusted as heathen
traditions of a later date), the period of the Persian kings was only 52
years. Here is a difference of 153 years, and that in regard to a matter
which is essential to an understanding of this prophecy. Sir Isaac Newton
says that “some of the Jews took Herod for the Messiah, and were called
‘Herodians’. They seem to have grounded their opinion on the 70 weeks.”
Inasmuch as the accession of Herod was 34 years before Christ, it is evident
that the opinion of the Herodians required a comparatively short Persian
period. On the other hand, the opinions of certain modern expositors are
based upon a Persian era of supposedly long duration.

In order that the reader may clearly understand the situation, and its
hearings upon our study, we would point out that Ussher’s chronology (whose
dates are given at the head of the “margin” of our Bibles) makes it 536 years
from the first year of Cyrus to the year 1 A.D. (four years after the birth
of Christ). Add to this 26 years to the Lord’s manifestation to Israel at His
baptism and we have 562 years. But, according to the Word of God it was to be
only 483 years from the commandment to restore Jerusalem “unto Christ.” If,
therefore, one begins by taking Ussher’s chronology (or any of the others) as
the basis of his interpretation, he is forced to select a starting point
about eighty years subsequent to King Cyrus, who (according to Scripture) was
the true restorer, the man whom God specially raised up, and of whom He said,
“He shall build My city”. (To this we will come shortly.)

But we are not left to choose between Jewish traditions and heathen
traditions, or to base our conclusions upon either. For the Word of God shows
us plainly what was the beginning of the prophetic period; and with that
information in our possession, we know certainly that it was just 483 years
“unto Christ.” Therefore, we are bound to reject any and every chronological
scheme, whether from Jewish or heathen sources, and any and every system of
interpretation based thereon) which conflicts with the facts revealed in the
Scriptures.

This important matter of the defective character of all existing chronologies
is fully discussed, and the facts clearly set forth, in Martin Anstey’s Bible
Chronology, published in 1913, to which we must refer such of our readers as
wish to study the matter exhaustively. Mr. Anstey’s work commands our
confidence and respect because he disregards all heathen sources, and all
guesswork, and derives his information solely from the Scriptures.

Concerning the dates given in Ptolemy’s table of Persian Kings, Anstey says:
“They rest upon calculations or guesses made by Eratosthenes, and on certain
vague floating traditions, in accordance with which the period of the Persian
Empire was mapped out as a period of 205 years.” And he shows, by a great
variety of proofs taken entirely from the Scriptures that the period which
Ptolemy assigns to the Persian Empire is about eighty years too long. It
follows that all who adopt Ptolemy’s chronology, or any system based upon it



(as all modern chronologists prior to Anstey do) would inevitably be led far
astray. It is impossible to make the real Bible events agree, within 80
years, with the mistaken chronology of Ptolemy. This single fact makes many
modern books on Daniel utterly worthless, so far as their chronology is
concerned; and the chronology is the main thing.

Concerning Eclipses

An attempt has been made to call Astronomy to the aid of the defective
Chronology of Ptolemy, by utilizing certain incidental references, contained
in fragmentary historical records, to eclipses of the sun or moon. But such
references are of no value whatever for the purpose, seeing that it is
impossible to determine, in any given case, which one of a number of eclipses
— within say fifty or a hundred years — was the one referred to. For example,
one of the clearest of these historical references is that of the “Eclipse of
Thales,” mentioned by Herodotus. This eclipse is located by one astronomer as
occurring in 625 B.C.; by another as late as 585 B.C. (a difference of 40
years); and by others at different dates in between (Anstey, page 286).

We see then first that the method adopted in current expositions of the
Seventy Weeks prophecy is fundamentally wrong; and second that the
chronological system on which they are all based is formed largely by
guesswork, and is certainly very wide of the mark as regards the length of
the Persian Empire.

An accurate and complete secular chronology exists from the conquest of
Persia by Alexander the Great down to the present time. It is only as regards
the period from Cyrus to Alexander that there is uncertainty.

The Decree of Cyrus the Great

We will now proceed to show that the point of beginning of the seventy weeks
is that great epoch-making and divinely prompted decree of Cyrus the Great,
whereof a record is given in 2 Chronicles 36:22–23, and also in Ezra 1:1–4.
The proof is not only clear, simple and absolutely conclusive for all who
believe the Word of the Lord, but it was given under circumstances which were
designed to inspire wonder and admiration at the marvelous ways of God in
bringing to pass that which He has purposed and promised to perform.

Turning to Isaiah, Chapters 44 and 45, we find there God’s promise that
Jerusalem should be rebuilt and its captives restored to their home, and not
only so but we find that God mentioned by name the very man, “Cyrus”, by whom
that promise was to be accomplished. The proof that King Cyrus was the one
who should give the commandment (or word) for the restoring and rebuilding of
Jerusalem, is doubly forceful and impressive, and designedly so as the
Scripture itself declares, because it was spoken by the mouth of the Lord two
hundred years before Cyrus came to the throne.

The passage begins with the words, “Sing, O ye heavens, for the Lord hath
done it” (Isaiah 44:23). Evidently God is here calling attention to a work of
great importance and one in which He takes special delight. It was to be a
work, moreover, by which the tokens of the liars (those who consulted omens)



were to be frustrated, and the “diviners” made mad, and the “wise men” turned
backward, and their knowledge made foolish (verse 25). Notwithstanding all
that opposed His will, the high walls and strong gates of Babylon, and the
wisdom of the astrologers, soothsayers and Chaldeans, God would “confirm the
word of His servant, and perform the counsel of His messengers”; for it was
He “that saith to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be inhabited, and to the cities of
Judah, Ye shall be built, and I will raise up the decayed places thereof;
that saith to the deep, Be dry, and I will dry up thy rivers; that saith of
CYRUS, He is My shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure, EVEN SAYING TO
JERUSALEM, THOU SHALT BE BUILT; AND TO THE TEMPLE, THY FOUNDATION SHALL BE
LAID” (verses 26–27).

We pause at this point to call to the reader’s mind that when the time for
the fulfillment of this prophecy by Isaiah was at hand, the last Babylonian
King, Belshazzar, was carousing with a thousand of his courtiers in fancied
security behind the strong walls of Babylon, while the armies of Darius and
Cyrus were besieging the city. Then appeared the part of a man’s hand,
tracing upon the wall those four words which declared the doom of Babylon,
though the magicians and astrologers and soothsayers were confounded by them,
and their wisdom turned to foolishness. Moreover, secular history has
preserved for us the fact that the engineers of Cyrus’ army dug a new channel
for the River Euphrates which ran through the city (thus fulfilling the
words, “and I will dry up thy rivers”) and Cyrus entered by way of the dry
bed of the stream. Thus were the “two-leaved gates” of Babylon opened to
God’s appointed conqueror, who was to be a “shepherd” and a deliverer to His
people. The next verse of the prophecy speaks of this:

“Thus saith the Lord to His anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have
holden, to subdue nations before him; and I will loose the loins of kings —
see Daniel 5:6, where it is said of Belshazzar, when he saw the handwriting
on the wall, “so that the joints of his loins were loosed” — “to open before
him the two-leaved gates, and the gates shall not be shut” (Isaiah. 45:1).

Here is God’s own testimony that King Cyrus, and not one of his successors,
was to give the “commandment” whereby Jerusalem was to be rebuilt and its
inhabitants restored. Nothing could be plainer than the words, “He (Cyrus)
shalt perform all My pleasure, even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built,
and to the temple, Thy foundation shalt be laid.” This proof cannot be
overthrown. Indeed none who believe the Scriptures to be inspired will even
question it. Having this to guide us we must needs decline to follow those
who, with a faulty heathen chronology as their only guide, grope for some
event, long after Cyrus was laid in his grave, which can be taken as “the
commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem.”

No further evidence is needed. But in this exceedingly important matter God
has been pleased to give proof upon proof. Thus in Isaiah 46:13 we have this
further word concerning Cyrus:

“I have raised him up in righteousness, and I will direct all his ways; HE
SHALL BUILD MY CITY, AND HE SHALL LET GO MY CAPTIVES.”

No one who believes the Word of God will, with this Scripture before him,



dispute for a moment that it was by Cyrus that Jerusalem was rebuilt and its
captives restored to it. Here are two things which God distinctly foretold
were to be done by Cyrus (and this was 200 years before he came to the
throne); first he was to rebuild the city, and second he was to restore the
captive Jews to their home. These are the very things mentioned by the angel
to Daniel; for he said, “from the commandment to restore and to build
Jerusalem.” And the Scriptures make it plain that Cyrus made haste to fulfill
this Word of God; and moreover that he knew just what he was doing, and why.

There is truth here which, with a little attention, we can get hold of, and
which, when understood, will both clear all uncertainties away, and also will
fill us with admiration because of the wonders and perfections of the Word of
God.

Observe then that, when the angel mentioned “the commandment to restore and
to build,” Daniel would have known from the prophecy of Isaiah (which was
familiar to him, as we shall see) that it was Cyrus who would issue that
command. Now Cyrus was at that time co-ruler with, and subordinate to,
“Darius the Mede” (Daniel 9:1). But in less than two years Cyrus became the
sole ruler; and it was in the very first year of his reign that he issued the
foundations decree which gave new existence to the Jewish nation.

That Daniel knew the prophecy of Jeremiah which gives the length of the
captivity is expressly stated in Daniel 9:2. But that he also knew the
prophecy of Isaiah, which foretold that the captivity would be ended by the
decree of Cyrus, appears by reference to the decree of that monarch, which is
partly quoted by Ezra. These are the words: “Thus saith Cyrus, King of
Persia, The Lord God of heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth,
and He hath charged me to build Him an house at Jerusalem, which is in Judah”
(Ezra 1:2).

It is clear that this “charge” came to Cyrus, not through the book of
Jeremiah, but through that of Isaiah; for it is in Isaiah that God, speaking
to Cyrus who was yet unborn, charged him to build the city and temple and to
release the captive Jews. It will thus be seen that God has given to Cyrus a
remarkable place in His Word and in the execution of His plans.

Daniel had not learned about the ending of the captivity by a direct
revelation from God, but “by books” — evidently not the book of Jeremiah
only, but that of Isaiah also. We too have the same “books” that Daniel had;
and we have also the book of Ezra, which contains a record of the great
decree of Cyrus; and these several “books” give all the light that is needed
to make the matter perfectly clear.

Concerning Cyrus

This wonderful prophecy of Isaiah concerning Cyrus, and its bearing upon the
purposes of God as a whole, have not received by any means the attention
this, importance deserves; and while ii is not within the scope of this
volume to treat it exhaustively, yet it is appropriate that we should direct
attention to some of its striking features.



We note then that the restoration of the captive Jews and the rebuilding of
the temple was evidently a matter of great importance in the eyes of God. The
frequent references to it in the messages of the prophets are proof enough of
that. But here is the extraordinary case of a distinct prophecy, in plain
words, of what God purposed to do, coupled with the name of the man by whom
God purposed to do it. The only like case where an action is described and
the name of the man who was to perform it is given before he was born, is
that of King Josiah (1 Kings 13:2, fulfilled 2 Kings 23:15–17).

When the time for the ending of the captivity (given by another prophet,
Jeremiah) was on the point of expiring, God put into the hands of the man He
had called by name two hundred years before, “all the kingdoms of the world,”
so that he had the needed power to fulfill God’s Word and to “do all His
pleasure”; and beside all that, God himself “stirred up the spirit of Cyrus,
that be made a proclamation throughout all his kingdom, and put it also in
writing” (Ezra 1:1). And thereupon, in virtue of that command, over forty-two
thousand Jews, headed by Zerubbabel, Joshua and Nehemiah, returned forthwith
to Jerusalem (Ezra 2:1–6); and with them more than seven thousand servants
and maids (verse 65). It was a new beginning for Israel; and Cyrus was God’s
“shepherd,” chosen long beforehand, for bringing His sheep back to their
proper fold.

The entire passage concerning Cyrus (Isaiah 44:23–45:14) should be carefully
read. We quote a part:

“I will go before thee and make the crooked places straight. I will break in
pieces the gates of brass, and cut in sunder the bars of iron.” (This refers
to the defenses of Babylon.) “And I will give thee the treasures of
darkness’, and hidden riches of secret places” (the treasures of Babylon),
“that thou mayest know that I the Lord, which call thee by thy name, am the
God of Israel. For Jacob My servant’s sake, and Israel mine elect, I have
even called thee by thy name; I have surnamed thee, though thou hast not
known me. I am the Lord, and there is none else. There is no God beside me. I
girded thee, though thou hast not known me; that they may know, from the
rising of the sun, and from the west’, that there is none beside me: I am the
Lord and there is none else.”

In this remarkable passage God calls attention again and again to the fact
that He had called Cyrus by name, long before he was born; yet this fact
receives but scant attention, and its significance has been lost sight of by
many who have undertaken to expound the prophecy of the Seventy Weeks. This
must needs be the case with all who reject the decree of Cyrus as the
starting point of the seventy weeks.

Furthermore, God speaks not about Cyrus but directly to him. From this we can
understand how Cyrus would say: “The Lord God of heaven hath given me all the
kingdoms of the world, and He hath charged me”, etc.

Finally, God declares that He had “girded” Cyrus for this work in order that,
from the east to the west, that is to say, in the entire world, it might be
known that He is the Lord, and there is none else. Manifestly, this purpose
of God, in His marvelous dealings with King Cyrus, is virtually frustrated



when, in the interpretation of the Seventy Weeks’ prophecy, the decree of
Cyrus is set aside, and the word of some other king is chosen as that whereby
Jerusalem was rebuilt and its captives restored.

May the contemplation of God’s marvelous dealings in the case of Cyrus lead
us to adore Him Who is perfect in knowledge, and Who worketh all things after
the counsel of His own will.

It was to be expected that, inasmuch as God has been pleased to give in His
Word, an exact time measure from a given event unto Christ, He would also
make it clear beyond a doubt what the event is from which the count of years
was to begin. And this expectation is fully met.

Upon the plain and simple facts stated above it is evident that every
expositor who sets aside this decree of Cyrus as the starting point of the 70
weeks, and substitutes some other event, must either be unaware of the
testimony of Isaiah 44 and 45 (and of other Bible testimony to which we will
refer presently) or else he prefers the guesses of a heathen astronomer (who
had no means of knowing the facts which occurred over five hundred years
before his time) to the evidence of Scripture.

This is a case where a mistake in regard to the starting point is fatal to an
understanding of the prophecy as a whole. If we make a wrong start, we shall
be in error throughout.

It is interesting in this connection to see how this matter was understood by
learned Jews in ancient times. Thus we find recorded in the history of
Josephus 1 that Cyrus wrote throughout all his dominions that “God Almighty
hath appointed me to be king of the habitable earth” and that “He indeed
foretold my name by the prophets, and that I should build Him a house at
Jerusalem which is in the country of Judea.” Josephus goes on to say that,
when Cyrus had read the words of the prophet Isaiah, “He called for the most
eminent Jews in Babylon and said to them, that he gave them leave to go back
to their own country, and TO REBUILD THEIR CITY JERUSALEM AND THE TEMPLE OF
GOD.”

Josephus also gives a copy of a letter written by Cyrus to the governors that
were in Syria, which letter begins as follows:

“King Cyrus to Sisinnes and Sathrabuzzanes sendeth greeting. I have given
leave to as many of the Jews that dwell in my country as please [to do so) to
return to their own country, and TO REBUILD THE CITY, AND TO REBUILD THE
TEMPLE, OF GOD AT JERUSALEM on the same place where it was before”
(Antiquities Book XI, Chapter 1, section 1 and 3).

The proof that the rebuilding of the city was done by the commandment of
Cyrus is so conclusive that Prideaux (one of the leading commentators on
Daniel) frankly admits that “Jerusalem was rebuilt by virtue of the decree
granted by Cyrus in the first year of his reign.” Yet this learned man
rejects the decree of Cyrus as the starting point of the seventy weeks,
simply because he shared the mistaken idea (for which there is no proof of
any sort) that 490 years would not reach from that decree to the days of



Christ. But if the fact be, as Prideaux admits, then to take any other event
as the starting point is to falsify the prophecy. It is a choice between the
clear statements of the Word of God and the guesses of heathen historians and
astronomers. We are writing for the benefit of those who accept the Word of
God as conclusive.

1 This Josephus was a priest who was born about four years after the death of
Christ. He was a God-fearing man, highly gifted, and is regarded as a
remarkably able and trustworthy historian. He was an eyewitness and an active
participator in the Wars of the Jews which culminated in the destruction of
Jerusalem by Titus. We believe the annals of Josephus have been
providentially preserved, whereby we have authentic records of the
fulfillment of prophecy by an eyewitness who, at the time he wrote, was not a
Christian. We shall have occasion to quote largely from this writer later on.

It is true that Ezra, in the very brief statement he gives of the decree of
Cyrus, does not specifically mention the building of the city. But that
emission affords no ground whatever for assuming that the decree of Cyrus did
not provide for the rebuilding of the city, much less does it afford reason
for setting aside the word of the Lord spoken by Isaiah. In fact the decree
of Cyrus, under which the Jews were, one and all, permitted to return to
Jerusalem, and under which over forty-two thousand did return at once,
necessarily implied permission to build houses to dwell in. The building of
the temple is the most important matter, and that is why it is specifically
mentioned in Ezra’s brief reference to the decree of Cyrus. But, according to
the prophecy of Isaiah “the commandment to rebuild the city was to be joined
with that to rebuild the temple. Hence when we have found the commandment to
rebuild the temple we have found that to rebuild the city.

It should be observed that the words of Gabriel call for the going forth of a
commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem. Those words fit the decree of
Cyrus which was promulgated throughout his dominions, and which is expressly
called by Ezra a “commandment” (Ezra 6:14).

Furthermore, that the building of Jerusalem did actually proceed under the
decree of Cyrus, appears from the fact that, at a time when only the
foundation of the temple had been laid, the adversaries complained that the
Jews were “rebuilding the rebellious and bad city, and have set up the walls
thereof, and have joined the foundations” (Ezra 4:12).

That statement of the adversaries was not a fabrication; for it is fully
corroborated by Haggai, who (prophesying during that same period of the
cessation of work on the temple) said that the people were dwelling in their
own paneled-up houses, and that they ran everyone to his own house (Haggai
1:4, 7).

Moreover, it will be observed, in reading the book of Ezra that he speaks
throughout of Jerusalem as an existing city and in Chapter 9:9 be gives
thanks to God that He had given them “a wall in Judah and in Jerusalem.”Some
expositors have selected as the point of beginning for the 70 weeks the
decree mentioned in Ezra 7:11–28. But that cannot be; for, in the first
place, to assume it would contradict the Word of the Lord spoken by Isaiah,



which bore witness that the “commandment” to restore the captives, to rebuild
the city, and to lay the foundation of the temple, should be given by Cyrus;
whereas the decree mentioned in Ezra 7 was made by “Artaxerxes” (Darius
Hystaspes) who was one of the successors of Cyrus.

Upon a careful reading of Ezra 6 and 7 it will be seen that what is there
recorded agrees with and fully supports the Scriptures heretofore cited,
showing that the work then in progress at Jerusalem, and which the enemies of
the Jews sought to hinder, was based entirely upon the decree of Cyrus. For
when those adversaries complained by letter to King Darius concerning the
work of rebuilding the temple (which the Jews had resumed under the stimulus
of the prophesying of Haggai and Zechariah), Darius caused search to be made
amongst the archives in the house of rolls (Ezra 6:1), and he found the
decree of Cyrus commanding that the temple be rebuilt; and upon the authority
of that decree of Cyrus, his successor Darius issued the decree mentioned in
Ezra 6:6-12.

It should be observed that, at that time, it was not a question of the
rebuilding of the city. That had already been done, at least to an extent
sufficient to accommodate those who had returned. About fifty thousand people
had returned in the first company, with wives and children, and others
subsequently; and of course their first occupation was to provide themselves
homes. We have already called attention to the statement of Ezra 4:12 that
the Jews had “come unto Jerusalem, building the rebellious and bad city, and
have set up (margin, finished) the walls thereof, and joined the
foundations.”

The completion of the temple is mentioned in Ezra 6:14–15, and it is said
that it had been done “according to the commandment of Cyrus, and Darius” —
that of Darius being merely a reaffirmation of the decree of Cyrus, which had
given the authorization for the entire work of restoration.

The decree mentioned in Ezra 7:11–28 was some years later still. It had
nothing whatever to do with the rebuilding of either the city or the temple.
It could not have been the “commandment” for the building of either; for that
commandment had already been given. It was simply a “letter” which the king
gave to Ezra, for we read that “the king granted him all his request” (Ezra
7:6). That “letter” provided, first, that all the people of Israel, the
priests and Levites, who were so minded of their own free will, might go to
Jerusalem; second, that they might carry silver and gold to buy animals for
sacrifice, and whatsoever else might be needful for the house of God; and
third, that no taxes or tribute were to be imposed upon any priests, Levites,
singers, porters, Nethinims or ministers of the house of God. So far from
there being, in this “letter”, if any “commandment” for the building of the
city or temple, its contents shows that both city and temple were already in
existence.

Nehemiah’s Work on the Temple Wall

We come now to the latest in date of all the supposed “decrees” which have
been selected by any expositor as that to which the angel Gabriel referred as
“the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem.” This is the “letter”



given by the king to Nehemiah, at his request, as stated in Nehemiah 2:4–8.

This letter or written permit given to Nehemiah by the then monarch, or
“Artaxerxes”, being the latest in date of all, is the farthest of all from
the truth. Nevertheless it is the favorite of certain learned expositors of
our day, and for the very reason that it is the latest in date, and hence
agrees best with the mistaken chronologies which have been derived from the
canon of Ptolemy. But even so, if this “Artaxerxes” was, as Mr. Anstey shows
by satisfactory proof, the same king “Darius” is mentioned by Ezra, then the
twentieth year (Nehemiah 2:7) of his reign would be too early by at least
fifty years to agree with any of the before-mentioned chronologies.
Consequently it has been further assumed that the king of Nehemiah’s day was
Artaxerxes Longimanus. But that monarch’s twentieth year would be
approximately 100 years subsequent to the return front Babylon in the days of
Cyrus; and hence it would be too close to the days of Christ to fit in with
any of the existing chronologies. Therefore, to force an agreement in this
case it is necessary to make the “seventy sevens” a period shorter than 490
years. The ingenuity of our expositors has been quite equal to this; for, to
meet this difficulty, they have supposed, that the “sevens” were not sevens
of years, but of nondescript periods of 360 days each, which are not “years”
at all. Thus, the acceptance of a false chronology (instead of basing
conclusions on the Scriptures alone) leads even able and learned men to adopt
one false assumption after another, and thus to go further and further
astray.

But we need not go outside the book of Nehemiah itself for conclusive proof
that the “letter” which the king gave to that devoted man was not “the
commandment” in virtue of which Jerusalem was rebuilt. Indeed, we have only
to read Nehemiah 1, 2 and 3 with ordinary care to perceive that the city had
been already rebuilt, with walls and gates, at the time referred to in those
chapters; that the tidings brought to Nehemiah, as recorded in Chapter 1,
were tidings of damage freshly done by the enemies of the Jews to the walls
and gates of the rebuilt city; that the letter given by the king to Nehemiah
was simply a permit to repair that damage; and that the work done by
Nehemiah, as recorded in Chapter 3, was the “repairing” of the wall, and the
“repairing” of the gates, and the setting up the doors; the locks, and the
bars thereof. For proof of these statements it is only necessary to read the
chapters referred to.

The tidings from Jerusalem. In Chapter 1 Nehemiah relates that, while he was
attending to his customary duties in the palace of the king certain brethren
came from Jerusalem with tidings to the effect that those in the province of
Judah, who had been left of the captivity, were in great affliction and
reproach. Further they reported, saying, “The wall of Jerusalem also is
broken down, and the gates thereof are burned with fire” (Nehemiah 1:1–3).

The effect of this report upon Nehemiah shows clearly that it was of a fresh
and unexpected calamity they were speaking. For he relates that, when he
heard those words, he sat down, and wept and mourned certain days, and fasted
and prayed before the God of heaven. The record makes it plain that the cause
of his distress was not the condition of the Jews in the province, but the
tidings of the damage which had been done to the walls and gates of the holy



city. That could not possibly have been the destruction wrought by
Nebuchadnezzar, for that had taken place more than a hundred years
previously. Nehemiah had known about that all his life. His brethren, when he
asked them “concerning Jerusalem,” could not have told him, as a piece of
news, of the damage that had been done a century before. That would not have
been news to him, nor would the hearing of it have plunged him into deep
distress. He states that he had not been sad beforetime in the king’s
presence (2:7); but now his sorrow was so great that he could not banish the
evidences of it from his countenance even in the king’s presence. There must
have been a cause for this; and nothing but unexpected tidings of a fresh
calamity to the beloved city could account for his acute distress. With the
walls damaged and the gates burned with fire, the city was exposed to her
enemies, and the new temple itself was in danger of being again destroyed.

In this report we have an indication of the “troublous times” foretold by the
angel Gabriel (Daniel 9:25).

In Chapter 2 we have the account of Nehemiah’s request to the king, and of
the “letter” given to him. There is no decree, no “commandment,” nothing
what, ever about rebuilding the city. And how could there be in view of the
word of the Lord concerning Cyrus, saying, “He shall build My city”? It is
true that Nehemiah made request that the king would send him to the city of
his father’s sepultures that he might “build it.” But the word here rendered
“build” is of very broad meaning, and would be appropriate to describe the
repairing of the damage to the walls and gates, which in fact is what it does
mean in this instance. Nehemiah only sought permission to restore the parts
that had been freshly destroyed. This will be shown below.

What Nehemiah meant by his request appears in verses 7–8, namely, letters to
the governors beyond the river to give him safe passage (in other words a
passport), and also a letter to the keeper of the king’s forest to supply
“timber to make beams for the gates of the palace which appertained to the
house, and for the wall of the city, and for the house that I shall enter
into.” These requests the king granted. Manifestly those letters do not
constitute a commandment to rebuild the city.

Finally, it clearly appears by Chapter 3 that the work which Nehemiah did
during his stay in Jerusalem was the repairing of the wall and of the gates
of the city. The word “repaired” is used over twenty times in that chapter to
describe that work. It was a small work (comparatively to the work of
rebuilding the city and temple) for it was completed, notwithstanding all
hindrances, in the short space of 52 days, less than two months (6:15). In
the third and fourth chapters of Nehemiah we find frequent incidental
references to houses already existing in Jerusalem, and occupied by the
owners thereof, but not a word as to any building of houses at that time.
Thus we read in 3:20–21 of “the house of Eliashib, the high priest.” In verse
23 we read that Benjamin and Hasshub repaired “over against their house,” and
Azariah “by his house.” Verse 25 mentions “the king’s high house.” In verse
28 it is stated that the priests repaired, “every one over against his
house.” In verse 29 we read that Zadok repaired “over against his house.”

In Chapter 4:7 the character of the work is shown by the words “the walls of



Jerusalem were made up; and the breaches began to be stopped.” Verses 1, 6,
15, 17 and 21 of the same Chapter; also Chapter 6:1, 15 and Chapter 7:1 show
that the work was only on the wall. The words of 6:15, “So the wall was
finished in the twenty-fifth day of the month of Elul, in fifty and two days”
record the completion of the entire work.

In Chapter 7:3 we read that Nehemiah appointed “watches of the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, everyone in his watch, and every one over against his house.” This
again shows that the inhabitants of the city had houses to dwell in; though
we should hardly need to be informed of a matter so obvious. The next verse
appears at first glance to be inconsistent, though of course it is not. It
says:

“Now the city was large and great (or broad in spaces); but the people were
few, and the houses were not built.” The meaning plainly is that there were
yet large spaces within the walls which had not been rebuilt. Only a
relatively small proportion of the population of the city had returned (“the
people were few”), and hence the entire city had not yet been rebuilt.

What we gather from this verse, taken in connection with the statements of
the preceding chapters, tends still further to show that the work Nehemiah
was charged with was not the building of the city. The account of what he did
which is quite detailed and minutes giving both the several workers and the
work done by them, contains no reference at all to the city. It clearly
appears that when the wall was finished in fifty-two days, the work was
finished (6:15). It further appears that the people all had houses to live in
(7:3). And finally, after all had been done which Nehemiah came to do, there
remained yet a large part of the city rebuilt (7:4).

In order then to force the record of the Book of Nehemiah into agreement with
a scheme of interpretation based upon the canon of Ptolemy, it is necessary
to make the following assumptions, all of which are either unsupported by
proof, or contrary thereto: first, that Ptolemy’s chronology, when
“corrected” according to the ideas of some modern chronologists, is right;
second, that the “Artaxerxes,” spoken of by Nehemiah, is Longimanus; third,
that in all the century previous, since the ending of the captivity, no
decree had gone forth to restore and build Jerusalem; fourth, that the
“letters” given to Nehemiah were the decree going forth; fifth, that God’s
word concerning Cyrus was not fulfilled; sixth, that the “seventy weeks” were
not weeks of true calendar years, but of periods of 360 days each. Obviously
any conclusion, which rests upon these assumptions, and which would be
overthrown if any one of them should be proved erroneous, is utterly
worthless.

We have discussed this whole matter at length go that no question might be
left unanswered; but it should be kept in mind that it is of little
importance to determine when the rebuilding of the city began. For the
starting point of the prophecy was not the rebuilding of the city, but the
commandment to restore and to build it. That commandment was, beyond the
shadow of a doubt, given by Cyrus. The Word of the Lord by Isaiah settles
that beyond all controversy.



It is not necessary for our purposes to inquire which of the Persian kings
was this “Artaxerxes.” But it is interesting to notice, as pointed out by
Anstey, that, if this Nehemiah is the same as the one who went up with
Zerubbabel, and whose name appears third on the list (Ezra 2:2), then the
king could not be Artaxerxes Longimanus, as supposed by certain expositors;
for in that case it would make Nehemiah at least 120 years at the time he
repaired the wall, and 132 at the time of Chapter 13:6.

Having made sure of the true starting point, we can now proceed with
confidence to an examination of the details of the prophecy. But it will be
needful, as we go on, to test every conclusion by the Scriptures, and to
exercise care that we accept nothing that is not supported by ample proof.

The prophetic part of the angel’s message begins at verse 24, which, in our
A.V. reads as follows:

“Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to
finish the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make
reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness and to
seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most holy (place).”

Here are six distinct things which were to happen within a definitely marked
off period of seventy sevens of years (490 years). These six specified things
are closely related one to the other, for they are all connected by the
conjunction “and.”

This verse, which is a prophecy complete in itself, gives no information in
regard to either the starting point of the 490 years, or the means whereby
the predicted events were to be accomplished. That information, however, is
given in the verses which follow. From them we learn that the prophetic
period was to begin to run “from the going forth of the commandment to
restore and to build Jerusalem”; also that sixty-nine weeks (seven plus
sixty-two) would reach “unto Messiah, the Prince”; and further that “after
the three-score and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off.” It was by the
cutting off of the Messiah that the six predictions of verse 24 were to be
fulfilled. This should be carefully noted.

Thus we have before us a prophecy of transcendent interest, a predicted
stretch of time from the re-beginning of the Jewish nation and the rebuilding
of the holy city, down to the culminating event of all history, and of all
the ages of time the crucifixion of the Divine Redeemer. These are things
which the angels desire to look into (1 Peter 1:12); and surely our hearts
should move us to inquire into them, not in a spirit of carnal curiosity, and
not with any purpose to uphold a favorite scheme of prophetic interpretation,
but with the reverent desire to learn all that God has been pleased to reveal
touching this most important and most sacred matter.

Verses 25–27 also foretell the overwhelming and exterminating judgments — the
“desolations” that were to fall upon the people and the city, and which were
to last throughout this entire dispensation.



The first words of verse 25, “Know therefore,” show that what follows is
explanatory of the prophecy contained in verse 24. This too should be
carefully noted.

It is essential to a right understanding of the prophecy to observe, and to
keep in mind, that the six things of verse 24 were to be fulfilled (and now
have been fulfilled) by Christ being “cut off,” and by what followed
immediately thereafter, namely, His resurrection from the dead, and His
ascension into heaven. With that simple fact in mind it will be easy to
“understand” all the main points of the prophecy.

These are the six predicted items:

1. To finish the transgression The “transgression” of Israel had long been
the burden of the messages of God’s prophets. It was for their
“transgression” that they had been sent into captivity, and that their land
and city had been made a “desolation” for seventy years.

Daniel himself had confessed this, saying, “Yea, all Israel have transgressed
Thy law even by departing that they might not obey Thy voice. Therefore the
curse is poured upon us” (verse 11). But the angel revealed to him the
distressing news that the full measure of Israel’s “transgression” was yet to
be completed; that the children were yet to fill up the iniquity of their
fathers; and that, as a consequence, God would bring upon them a far greater
“desolation” than that which had been wrought by Nebuchadnezzar. For “to
finish the transgression” could mean nothing less or other than the betrayal
and crucifixion of their promised and expected Messiah.

We would call particular attention at this point to the words of the Lord
Jesus spoken to the leaders of the people shortly before His betrayal; for
there is in them a striking similarity to the words of the prophecy of
Gabriel. He said: “Fill ye up then the measure of your fathers … that upon
you may come all the righteous blood shed upon the earth” (Matthew 23:32). In
these words of Christ we find first, a declaration that the hour had come for
them “to finish the transgression”; and second, a strong intimation that the
predicted desolations were to come, as a judgment, upon that generation, as
appears by the words “that upon you may come.”

Our Lord’s concluding words at that time have great significance when
considered in the light of this prophecy. He said, “Verily I say unto you,
all these things shall come upon this generation”; and then, as the awful
doom of the beloved city pressed upon His heart, He burst into the
lamentation, “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem,” ending with the significant words,
“Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.”

The terrible and unparalleled character of the judgments which were poured
out upon Jerusalem at the time of its destruction in AD 70 has been lost
sight of in our day. But if we would learn how great an event it was in the
eyes of God, we have only to consider our Lord’s anguish of soul as He
thought upon it. Even when on the way to the Cross it was more to Him than
His own approaching sufferings (Luke 21:28–30).



The apostle Paul also speaks in similar terms of the transgressions of that
generation of Jews, who not only crucified the Lord Jesus, and then rejected
the gospel preached to them in His Name, but also forbade that He be preached
to the Gentiles. Wherefore the apostle said that they “fill up their sins
always; for the wrath is come upon them to the uttermost” (1 Thessalonians
2:15–16). For they were indeed about to undergo God’s wrath “to the
uttermost” in the approaching destruction of Jerusalem, and in the scattering
of the people among all the nations of the world, to suffer extreme miseries
at their hands. These Scriptures are of much importance in connection with
our present study, and we shall have occasion to refer to them again.

It is not difficult to discern why the list of the six great things comprised
in this prophecy was headed by the finishing of the transgression; for the
same act, which constituted the crowning sin of Israel, also served for the
putting away of sin (Hebrews 9:26), and the accomplishing of eternal
redemption (Hebrews 9:12). They did indeed take Him, and with wicked hands
crucified and slew Him; but it was done “by the determinate counsel and
foreknowledge of God” (Acts 2:23). The powers and authorities of Judea and of
Rome, with the Gentiles and the people of Israel, were indeed gathered
together against Him; but it was to do what God’s own hand and counsel had
determined before to be done (Acts 4:26–28). There is nothing more wonderful
in all that has been made known to us, than that the people and their rulers,
because they knew Him not, nor the voices of their own prophets which were
read every Sabbath day, should have fulfilled them in condemning Him (Acts
13:27). Therefore, among the many prophecies that were then “fulfilled,” a
promise be given to that which forms the subject of our present study.

2. To make an end of sins On this item we need not dwell at length; for we
have already called attention to the marvelous workings of God’s wisdom in
causing that the extreme sin of man should serve to accomplish eternal
redemption, and so provide a complete remedy for sin for the crucifixion of
Christ, though it was truly a deed of diabolical wickedness on the part of
man, was on His own part the offering of Himself without spot to God as a
sacrifice for sins (Hebrews 9:14). It was thus that He “offered the one
Sacrifice for sins forever” (Hebrews 10:12).

We understand that the sense in which the death of Christ made “an end of
sins” was that thereby He made a perfect atonement for sins, as written in
Hebrews 1:3, “when He had by Himself purged our sins’” and in many like
passages. It is to be noted however, that the Hebrew word for “sins” in this
passage means not only the sin itself, but also the sacrifice therefore.
Hence it is thought by some that what the angel here foretold was the making
an end of the sin offering required by the law. That was, indeed, an
incidental result, and it is mentioned expressly in verse 27. But the word
used in that verse is not the word found in verse 24, which means sin or sin
offering It is a different word, meaning sacrifice. We conclude, therefore,
that the words, “to make an end of sins”, should be taken in their most
obvious sense.

3. To make reconciliation for iniquity The word here translated
“reconciliation” is usually rendered “atone”, but according to Strong’s
Concordance it expresses also the thought of appeasing or reconciling. We



shall, therefore, assume that our translators had good reason for using the
word “reconciliation.” If, however, it be taken that “atonement” is the
better rendering, the conclusion would not be affected; for both atonement
and reconciliation were made by the death of Christ upon the cross.

The need of reconciliation arises from the fact that man is by nature not
only a sinner, but also an enemy of God (Romans 5:8, 10). Moreover, it is
because he is a sinner that he is also an enemy. As a sinner he needs to be
justified; and as an enemy he needs to be reconciled. The death of Christ as
an atoning sacrifice accomplishes both in the case of all who believe in Him.
In Romans 5:8–10 these two distinct, but closely related, things are clearly
set forth. For we there read, first, that “while we were yet sinners Christ
died for us”, and second, that “when we were enemies we were reconciled to
God by the death of His Son”.

Reconciliation has to do directly with the kingdom of God, in that it
signifies the bringing back of those who were rebels and enemies into willing
and loyal submission to God. In this connection attention should be given to
the great passage in Colossians 1:12–22, which shows that, as the result of
the death of Christ, those who have “redemption through His blood, the
forgiveness of sins” (verse 14), are also translated into the kingdom of
God’s dear Son (verse 13), Christ “having made peace for them through the
blood of His cross, by Him to reconcile all things unto Himself; and the
apostle adds, “And you, who were sometime alienated and enemies in your mind,
yet now hath He reconciled in the body of His flesh, through death” (verses
20–22).

It is certain, therefore, that, when Christ Jesus died and rose again,
atonement for sin and reconciliation for the enemies of God were fully and
finally accomplished as a matter of historic fact. It is important, and
indeed essential, to a right interpretation of this prophecy, to keep in mind
that atonement and reconciliation were to be accomplished, and actually were
accomplished, within the measure of seventy weeks from the going forth of the
decree of King Cyrus.

It is thus seen that the prophecy has to do with the great and eternal
purpose of God to establish His kingdom — and to bring pardoned and
reconciled sinners into it as willing and loyal subjects of Christ, the King.
And when the time drew near the kingdom was proclaimed by the Lord and by His
forerunner as “at hand.” The Lord’s own words, when taken in connection with
the prophecy of Gabriel, are very significant. He said: “The time is
fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand” (Mark 1:15). The time whereof
He spoke was that declared in this great prophecy; which is the only prophecy
which gives the time of His coming. Hence His words were really the
announcement of His approaching death, resurrection and enthronement in
heaven, as the heavenly King of God’s heavenly kingdom.

4. To bring in everlasting righteousness Righteousness is the most prominent
feature of the kingdom of God. To show this we need only cite those familiar
passages: “Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness” (Matthew
6:33); “the kingdom of God is righteousness and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost” (Romans 14:17). One characteristic of God’s righteousness, which He



was “to bring in” through the sacrifice of Christ ((Romans 3:21–26), is that
it endures forever; and this is what is emphasized in the prophecy. A work
was to be done, and now has been done, which would bring in everlasting
righteousness — everlasting because based upon the Cross, as foretold also
through Isaiah, “My righteousness shall be forever” (Isaiah 51:8). Jesus
Christ has now been made unto US “righteous” (1 Corinthians 1:30); and this
is in fulfillment of another great promise: “behold the days come, saith the
Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous Branch, and a King reign and
prosper And this is His Name whereby He shall be called JEHOVAH OUR
RIGHTEOUSNESS” (Jeremiah 23:5–6).

5. To seal up vision and prophecy This we take to mean the sealing up of
God’s word of prophecy to the Israelites, as part of the punishment they
brought upon themselves. The word “seal up” sometimes means, in a secondary
sense, to make secure, since what is tightly sealed up is made safe against
being tampered with. Hence some have understood by this item merely that
vision and prophecy were to be fulfilled. But we are not aware that the word
“sealed up” is used in that sense in the Scriptures. For when the fulfillment
of prophecy is meant, the word “to fulfill” is used. We think the word should
be taken here in its primary meaning; for it was distinctly foretold, as a
prominent feature of Israel’s punishment that both vision and prophet — i.e.,
both eye and ear — were to be closed up, so that seeing they would see not,
and hearing they would hear not (Isaiah 6:10).

Moreover, this very sealing up of vision and prophecy as a part of the
chastening of Israel was foretold by Isaiah in that great passage where he
speaks of Christ as the Foundation Stone (Isaiah 28:16). Following this is a
prediction of “woe” to the city where David dwelt (29:1). So we have here a
prophecy which is parallel to that of Gabriel. The latter spoke of the
cutting off of Messiah to be followed by the destruction of Jerusalem; and
Isaiah also spoke of Christ as God’s Foundation Stone, laid in Zion
(resurrection) and then of the overthrow of the earthly Zion. As to this
overthrow God speaks through Isaiah very definitely saying, “And I will camp
against thee round about and will lay siege against thee with a mount, and
raise a fort against thee, and thou shalt be brought down” (Isaiah 29:1–4).
Then the prophet speaks of a coming storm and tempest and devouring fire and
also of the multitude of the nations that were to fight against the city
(verses 6–9). And then come these significant words: “For the Lord God hath
poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes, the
prophets’ and your rulers, the seers, hath He covered. And the vision of all
is become unto you as the words of a book that is sealed” (verses 10–11).
This manifestly corresponds with Gabriel’s words “to seal up vision and
prophet.” Moreover, the word “sealed,” in Isaiah 29:11, is the same as in
Daniel 9:24. These words of Isaiah also give a remarkably accurate
description of the spiritual blindness of the people and their rulers in
Christ’s day, who, though they read the prophets every Sabbath day, yet
because they knew not their voices, fulfilled them in condemning Him (Acts
13:27).

The fulfillment of Isaiah 6 also comes in here. For the Lord Himself declared
that, in His day, was fulfilled the word “Go and tell this people, Hear ye



indeed but understand not; and see ye indeed, but perceive not. Make the
heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes;
lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with
their heart, and convert, and be healed” (Isaiah 6:9–10; Matthew 13:14–15).
John also quotes this prophecy and applies it to the Jews of his day (John
12:39–41); and Paul does the same (Acts 28:25–27).

Hence we should note with deep interest the question which this sentence of
judgment prompted Isaiah to ask, and the answer he received. Evidently the
prophet understood that the judgment pronounced in the words quoted above was
to be one of terrible severity, for he at once inquired anxiously, “How long”
the period of judicial blindness was to last. The answer was, “Until the
cities be wasted without inhabitant, and the houses without man, and the land
be utterly desolate, and the Lord have removed men far away, and there be a
great forsaking in the midst of the land” (Isaiah 6:11–12).

Here we have a clear prediction of that which Christ Himself prophesied when
the desolation of Judea, and the scattering of the Jews among all nations
(Luke 21:24).

6. To anoint the most holy place When these papers were first written and
published in serial form, we were of opinion that this prediction had its
fulfillment in the entrance of the Lord Jesus Christ into the heavenly
sanctuary (Hebrews 9:23–24). But subsequently a copy of Dr. Pusey’s work on
Daniel the Prophet came into our hands, and we were much impressed by the
exposition of this passage given by that great Hebrew scholar, who so ably
defended the Book of Daniel from the assaults of the destructive critics. He
pointed out that the word anoint had acquired a settled spiritual meaning,
citing the words of Isaiah 61:1–2, which our Lord applied to Himself as He
Whom God had “anointed.” Dr. Pusey also pointed out that, inasmuch as the
same word is used in the very next verse of Daniel “unto the Anointed, the
Prince” it is to be assumed that words so closely united must be used with
the same meaning. This gives the idea of an “anointing of an All Holy place”
by the pouring out of the Holy Spirit thereon. Dr. Pusey cites much evidence
in support of this idea; but without going into the discussion of the matter
at length, we will simply state that we were led thereby to the conclusion
that the coming of the Holy Spirit upon the disciples of Christ, on the day
of Pentecost, thereby anointing (see 2 Corinthians 1:21) a spiritual temple
“the temple of the living God” (2 Corinthians 6:16), furnishes a fulfillment
of this detail of the prophecy, a fulfillment which is not only in keeping
with the other five items, but which brings the whole series to a worthy
climax.

These six predicted events, which we have now considered in detail, were,
according to the words of God by Gabriel, to be accomplished within the
“determined” (or limited, or “marked off”) period of seventy sevens of years;
and we have shown — indeed it is SO clear as hardly to be open to dispute —
that all six items were completely fulfilled at the first coming of Christ,
and in the “week” of His crucifixion. For when our Lord ascended into heaven
and the Holy Spirit descended, there remained not one of the six items of
Daniel 9:24 that was not dully accomplished. Furthermore, by running our eye
rapidly over verses 25– 26 we see that the coming of Christ and His being



“cut off are announced as the means whereby the prophecy was to be fulfilled;
and that there is added the foretelling of the destruction of Jerusalem by
Titus the Roman “prince,” and the “desolations” of Jerusalem, and the wars
that were to continue through this entire age “unto the end.”

We do not speak at this point of verse 27. That part of the prophecy will
require a particularly careful examination which we purpose to give it later
on.

Prophetic events are often described in veiled language and highly figurative
terms, so that it is a matter of much difficulty to identify the fulfillment
of them. But in this instance it seems to us we have the exceptional case of
a prophecy whose terms are plain and the identifying marks are numerous. If
it were possible to fix with certainty only one of the six predictions of
Daniel 9:24, that would suffice to locate the entire series. But the
indications given to us enable us to identify five of the six with certainty,
and the other with a high degree of probability. We have no doubt then that
the entire prophecy of verve 24 was fulfilled in the death, resurrection and
ascension of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the coming of the Holy from heaven.
And the settlement of the fulfillment of verse 24 carries with it the
location of the seventieth week, which is referred to specifically in verse
27. This will be shown later on.

“From the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusalem,
unto the Messiah, the Prince, shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two
weeks” (Daniel 9:26)

We have seen that the first part of this passage gives the starting point of
the seventy weeks. The passage also gives the measure of time (7 weeks and 62
weeks, or 69 weeks in all) from that starting point “unto the Messiah”. We
shall postpone to a later chapter the question why the total measure of time
here mentioned is divided into two parts. The question which is of immediate
importance for us to determine is, what was the precise occasion or event in
the earthly lifetime of the Lord Jesus Christ, to which this stretch of 483
years; from the decree of Cyrus brings us? We will now seek the answer to
this question.

Assuming, as we do, that God intended this prophecy to be understood (for
verse 25 says, “Know therefore, and understand,” and our Lord said, “Whoso
readeth let him understandeth we confidently expect to find both the starting
point and the terminal point clearly revealed in the Scriptures. We have
already found this to be the case as regards the starting point, and we shall
now find that the Scriptures also indicate clearly the event to which the
measure of 483 years reaches, and to which the angel referred in the words
“unto the Messiah, the Prince.”

Had we followed the usual custom in beginning our study with a chronology
selected from the various ones that are available, we should be forced
thereby, as others have been, to pick out the event lying nearest to the 483
year mark on our adopted scale of years. We should have been obliged moreover
to manipulate the materials, so far as necessary (either stretching the



measuring line, or taking up the slack, according as it was too short or too
long), and then to present the best arguments we could find for the
conclusions arrive at. But, being untrammeled by a chronological scheme, we
are entirely free to inquire of the oracles of God as to the meaning of the
Words “unto Messiah, the Prince,” and as to the occasion or event to which
those words specifically refer. If we can, from the Scriptures, identify that
event (which, we believe, can be clearly done) then we know, from the
prophecy itself, that it is precisely 69 weeks (483 years) from the going
forth of the decree of Cyrus, and that but one week of the seventy remains;
and we know further that the fulfillment of the six predictions of verse 24
must be found within that remaining week.

We must, of course, look to the words themselves to guide us to the
information we are seeking; and those words are all we need. We are
accustomed to regard the term “the Messiah” as merely a name or a title, but
in fact it is a descriptive Hebrew word meaning “the anointed (one)”. In
Greek the word Christos has the same meaning. Therefore, we have, only to
ask, when was Jesus of Nazareth presented to Israel as the Anointed One? As
to this we are not left in any doubt whatever, for it was an event of the
greatest importance in the life of Jesus our Lord, as well as in the dealings
of God with Israel, and in the history of the world, an event which is made
prominent in all the four Gospels It was at His baptism in Jordan that our
Lord was “anointed” for His ministry; for then it was that the Holy Spirit
descended upon Him in bodily shape as a dove. The apostle Peter bears witness
that “God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with power”
(Acts 10:38). This is clear and explicit to the point that, when the years of
Israel’s history had unrolled to that marvelous day on which Father, Son and
Holy Spirit were simultaneously manifested to the senses of men, it brought
them “unto the Messiah.” There is no day in all history like that. The event
is marked in a way to distinguish it most conspicuously. The Lord’s own
testimony in regard to the matter is even more definite and impressive. For,
after His return to Galilee in the power of the Spirit, He came to Nazareth
where He had been brought up, and going into the synagogue on the Sabbath
day, He read from the prophet Isaiah these striking words: “The Spirit, of
the Lord is upon Me, because He hath ANOINTED Me to preach the gospel to the
poor” — and after He had closed, the book He said, “This day is this
Scripture fulfilled in your ears” (Luke 4:16–21). Thus the Lord declared
Himself to be, at that time, the “Anointed” One, that is, “the Messiah”.

The testimony of God the Father is to the same effect. For the Voice from
heaven bore witness to Him, saying, “This is My Son, the Beloved.” This
declares Him to be the One of Whom David prophesied in the Second Psalm
(verse 7). But that same Psalm sets Him forth as God’s “anointed” (verse 2).

But we have a special witness in John the Baptist, who was a man sent from
God to bear witness of Christ, and to make Him manifest, to Israel; for John
himself declared this to be his mission, saying, “that He should be made
manifest to Israel, therefore am I come baptizing with water” (John 1:6–7,
31). When, therefore, the Lord Jesus had been “anointed” with the Holy Ghost
and had been “made manifest to Israel” by the testimony of John the Baptist,
then, the words of the prophecy “unto the Anointed One” were completely



fulfilled. From that great and wonderful event down to the day of His death,
He was constantly before the people in His Messianic character, fulfilling
His Messianic mission, going about, doing good, healing all that were
oppressed of the devil, preaching the glad tidings of the Kingdom of God,
manifesting the Father’s Name, speaking the words His Father gave Him to
speak, and doing the works the Father gave Him to do. Indeed, even before He
announced Himself in the synagogue of Nazareth as God’s “Anointed One,” He
had plainly said to the woman of Samaria (after she had spoken of “Messiah,
who is called Christ”), “I that speak unto thee am He” (John 4:25–26).
Moreover, to the Samaritans who came out to see Him on the woman’s report, He
so fully revealed Himself that they were constrained to confess Him, saying,
“We have heard Him ourselves, and know that this is indeed the Christ (the
Anointed One), the Saviour of the world” (verse 42).

Furthermore, the nature, as well as the effect of John the Baptist’s public
testimony to the Lord Jesus, is clearly revealed by the words of those who,
on hearing his testimony, followed Jesus. It is recorded that “One of the two
who heard John speak and followed Him (Jesus) was Andrew, Simon Peter’s
brother. He first findeth his own brother and saith unto him, We have found
the Messiah, which is, being interpreted, the Christ” (John 1:40–41).

In these scriptures the Holy Spirit has caused the important fact that Jesus
was the Anointed One to be stated in both Hebrew and Greek, so that the
significance of it should not be missed. That “this Jesus is the Christ” is
the great point of apostolic testimony (Acts 17:3); and it is the substance
of “our faith”; for “Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is born of
God” (1 John 5:1, 4–5). It is likewise the rock foundation on which He is
building His church (Matthew 16:18; 1 Corinthians 3:11).

We have cited the foregoing scriptures to make it clear beyond all doubt
that, from the Lord’s baptism and His manifestation to Israel; He was in the
fullest sense “the Messiah” or the “Anointed” of God. To this fact, the
inspired records bear, as we have seen, the clearest testimony. Manifestly
there is no previous event in the earthly lifetime of our Lord which could be
taken as meeting in any way the words of Gabriel. And it is equally clear
that no subsequent event could be taken as the fulfillment of those words;
for there is no subsequent occasion when the Lord was any more “the Anointed
One” than He was when the Holy Spirit descended upon Him at His baptism. Thus
the Scriptures absolutely shut us up to the Lord’s baptism as the terminal
point of the 483 years; for it was then that “God anointed Him with the Holy
Ghost, and with power.”

Another fact which has an important bearing on this part of our study is the
great particularly with which the date of the beginning of John’s ministry is
given in the Gospel by Luke (3:1–3). There we read that the preaching of John
the Baptist began in the fifteenth year of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate
being governor of Judea, Herod (Antipas) tetrarch of Galilee, his brother
Philip tetrarch of Ituraea, Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, and Annas and
Caiaphas being high priests. Thus the new era, which was that of the Messiah-
God manifest in the flesh — is marked with extraordinary precision. And this
is the more remarkable because it is the only event whereof the date is thus
recorded in the New Testament.



This is highly significant; for just as the date of the decree of Cyrus,
marking the beginning of the Seventy Weeks, is stated with great
definiteness, so likewise the preaching of John, which marked the termination
of the 483 years, is stated with extraordinary minuteness. It is a reasonable
inference that God has given prominence to these dates in His Word because
they mark the beginning and the ending of this prophetic period.

It is also worthy of special notice that the dates of both these events are
given by reference to the reigns of Gentile rulers. One is given as Occurring
“in the first year of Cyrus, King of Persia,” the other “in the fifteenth
year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar.” This is an indication that the things
which were to be consummated within the time limit of 70 weeks were not
matters which concerned the Jews only, but were of worldwide interest, having
to do with the welfare of all mankind. God’s dealings, therefore, had been
matters of Jewish history. But now, beginning with the voice of one crying in
the wilderness, “Prepare ye the way of the Lord,” a new era was beginning,
one in which God’s dealings were to be matters of world history. It is
appropriate, therefore, that we should find at this point in the Word of God
(Luke 3:1–3) a change from terms of Jewish to terms of Gentile chronology.

The prophets had foretold the ministry of John the Baptist in words which
show that his appearance was to mark the beginning of a new and wonderful
era, the preparation for the coming of Christ and His gospel (Isaiah 40:3–11;
Malachi 3:1; 4:5–6). Moreover, just as the prophets had pointed forward to
John’s ministry as the beginning of this new era, so likewise the apostles
pointed back to it. Thus, when one was to be chosen to fill the place of
Judas, it was required that the choice should be limited to those who had
companied with the apostles all the time that the Lord Jesus had gone in and
out among them, “beginning from the baptism of John” (Acts 1:21–22). Again,
when Peter preached to the Gentiles in the house of Cornelius, telling them
of “the word which God sent to the children of Israel, preaching peace by
Jesus Christ,” he declared that the preaching of this message (or “word”),
which was “published throughout all Judea,” had begun “from Galilee after the
baptism which John preached” (Acts 10:36–37). And Paul likewise, in
proclaiming the fulfillment of God’s great promise of a “Savior” to Israel,
referred to John’s preaching as the beginning of the era of this fulfillment
(Acts 13:24).

It is clear, therefore, in the light of Scripture that the 483 years “unto
the Messiah” terminated at the Lord’s baptism, when His ministry as “the
Messiah” began. Moreover, the prophecy itself furnishes a means whereby we
can check up our conclusions thus far, and test their correctness. To this we
will refer later on. The terms of the prophecy make it plain that the
expiration of the sixty-ninth week would bring the fulfillment, of the
greatest of all promises, the manifestation of Christ to Israel; and we have
now shown that the records of the New Testament mark the era of His
manifestation with the utmost precision.

Thus we have the coming of Christ plainly announced, and the time of His
manifestation to Israel definitely fixed by the measure of years from His
decree to restore and build Jerusalem. But for what purpose was He to come?
And what was He to accomplish for the deliverance and welfare of His people



Israel? The Jews would, of course, look for an era of triumph over all their
foes, of great national prosperity and glory, and of supremacy for them over
all the nations of the world. In the light of their expectations the prophecy
would seem most strange. It would be utterly irreconcilable with their hopes
in regard to what their promised Messiah was to do for them. For the only
thing Said of Him was that He would be “he cut off and have nothing”; and
while there was some hope in the promise that He should “confirm the covenant
with many,” yet there was also the dreadful prediction of a prince whose
people should destroy the rebuilt city and sanctuary, and the further
prophecies that the land should be devastated as by a flood, and that to the
end there should be wars land desolations. A more depressing prophecy, Or one
more in conflict with the Messianic expectations of the Jews, could not well
be imagined.

But, our immediate concern is not with the character of the message but with
the time of the several events foretold in it. The chief thing said of the
Messiah is that He should “be cut off and have nothing” (Daniel 9:25); and
this was to be “after the threescore and two weeks.” Thus we have our
attention focused as it were upon the cutting off of the Christ. That
transcendent event, the Cross, is thus made the central feature of the
Prophecy. And this feature becomes the more grandly prominent when we take
notice of the facts: (1) that it was by the cutting off of the Messiah that
the six predicted things of verse 24 where to be accomplished; (2) that it
was by the cutting off of the Messiah that the covenant with many (verse 27)
was to be confirmed and the sacrifice and oblation caused to cease (as will
be shown later on); and (3) that it was because of the cutting off of the
Messiah that the devastating judgments foretold in the prophecy were to fall
upon the city, the temple, and the people.

Thus it is seen that the prophecy is one of marvelous unity, and that all its
details center around the Cross.

Now as to the time of this transcendent event, it is expressly stated that it
was to be “after the threescore and two weeks.” That part of the determined
period was to bring us only “unto the Messiah.” None of the predicted events
were to happen within the sixty-nine weeks. The expiration thereof left only
“one week” (verse 27) of the appointed seventy. Hence, within that one
remaining week Messiah must be cut off if the predictions of verse 24 were to
be fulfilled within 490 Years from the beginning of the prophetic period. For
it should be carefully noted, in view of certain interpretation which have
been put forth within recent years, that, we have not yet come to the
fulfillment of any one of the six things foretold in Daniel 9:24. The
expiration of the 483 years has brought us only “unto” the One in Whom those
six things, which involve the whole purpose of God in redemption, were to be
accomplished. Sixty-nine weeks of the determined seventy have passed. Only
one week remains. It follows, therefore, of necessity, that the predictions
of verse 24 must be fulfilled in that week. Within the next seven years the
transgression of Israel must be finished, reconciliation must be made for
iniquity, and everlasting righteousness must be brought, in, else the
prophecy would utterly fail.

But this is just what might, have been understood from verse 24 alone. The



words “seventy weeks are determined” are enough to inform us that the
seventieth week was the one which would see the accomplishment of the
predicted events; for if they, or some of them at least, were not to fall in
that last week, then the prophetic period would not have been announced as
one of seventy weeks, but as one of a lesser number. In fact, the very manner
in which the prophecy is given to us — the last week being set off from the
rest for special and separate mention indicates the exceptional importance of
that, week. And this is easily seen; for if we look attentively at the terms
of the prophecy we perceive that our Lord’s personal ministry lay entirely
within the seventieth week. We ask our readers to lay firm hold of this fact.
The prophecy plainly says there should be 69 weeks “unto the Anointed One.”
Then, to make this clear beyond all doubt, it says, “And after the threescore
and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off.” This definitely places His whole
ministry within the seventieth consecutive week from the decree of Cyrus.
This is of the highest importance to an understanding of the prophecy.

In this connection, and by way of anticipation of what we propose to consider
more fully hereafter, we briefly call attention to several points which bear
directly upon this part of our study:

1. It is clear front what is recorded in John’s Gospel (and this has been
often pointed out from the earliest days of our era) that our Lord’s ministry
was approximately, if not exactly, three years and a half in duration. Hence
front His anointing to His death would be half a “week?” and His crucifixion
would be “in the midst of the (70th) week.”

2. Glancing now for a moment at Daniel 9:27 we note the words “and in the
midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease.”
If, as we expect to show hereafter by ample proof, the “he” of this verse is
Christ, and the words quoted refer to His causing the sacrifices of the law
to cease by His offering of Himself as a sacrifice for sin once for all, then
we have a perfect agreement, in the finished work of Christ, with all the
terms of the prophecy, and particularly in regard to the length of time
assigned to His earthly ministry both by the prophecy and by the Gospel
according to John. We need to exercise much care in this part of our study,
because it has to do with matters regarding which there has been great
uncertainty and wide difference of opinion. The difficulties, however, have
been largely imported into the subject. They tire due in great measure to the
wrong method which has been pursued (as we have shown in a previous chapter),
and to the choice of a wrong starting point. For manifestly, the consequences
of a mistake at the beginning will appear all along the way. On the other
band, it will be easy to keep from error and confusion if we bear in mind
these simple facts (1), that, at the baptism of Christ 69 weeks had elapsed;
(2) that the beginning of His ministry was the beginning also of the 70th
week; (3) that His entire mission lay within the compass of that last week;
and (4) that in that week we must needs look for the accomplishment of the
six predictions of Daniel 9:24.

We have not thus far referred to the latter part of Daniel 9:25. It merely
tells that the street and wall (of the city) were to be built again “even in
troublous times.” The period of “seven weeks”, mentioned in the verse, was no
doubt the measure of those troublous times. This will serve to explain why



the entire period of 70 weeks was divided into three parts — seven weeks,
sixty-two weeks, and one week. In the first portion (7 weeks), the rebuilding
of the city and temple took place, and God’s last messages to Israel were
given through Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. Then follows a long stretch of
62 weeks, which period was uneventful, so far as this prophecy is concerned.
Chapter 11, however, (as we shall show later on) foretells the principal
events of this period, which brings us “unto the Messiah,” and then comes the
last and most momentous “weeks,” which appropriately stands by itself, for in
it occurred the most stupendous events of all time.

The Prince

The fact that the angel Gabriel, in speaking of the Messiah, gave Him the
title “Prince” (Daniel 9:25) suggests an inquiry, which, when pursued, is
found to yield fruitful results.

Two of the great visions which Daniel records give an outline of the history
of human government,, from the time of the vision to the very end of world
government in the hands of men; and in both of these visions it, is shown
that the last of the world kingdoms will be followed, and the whole system of
human rule will be displaced, by the Kingdom of God. The vision of Chapter 2
shows this kingdom as a stone, carving itself out of the mountain without the
agency of hands (this being a special feature of the vision), smiting the
great image (which represents human rule in its entirety) upon its feet,
demolishing the whole image, and finally becoming itself a mountain which
fills the whole earth. Daniel, in expounding the vision, said that this stone
represented “a kingdom” which “the God of heaven” would set up, and which
should “stand forever” (Daniel 2:44). Plainly the Lord Jesus had this
Scripture in mind when, in warning the Scribes and Pharisees that the Kingdom
of God was to be taken from them (for the promise of the Kingdom, along with
all other promises, had been given to the Jews), He spoke of “the Stone which
the builders refused,” and declared that whosoever should fall upon it (then,
at His first advent) should be broken; but on whomsoever it should fall (at
His second coming in power) it should grind him to powder (Matthew 21:42–44).

The companion vision (Daniel 7) reveals further details concerning this
Kingdom of God. Particularly does it show that it was to be conferred in
heaven upon One like the Son of man, to whom was to be given “dominion,
glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations and languages should serve
Him: His dominion is an everlasting dominion and His Kingdom that which shall
not be destroyed” (Daniel 7:13–14).

In view of these two preceding visions which speak so definitely of a
kingdom, it might he expected that the angel in announcing in the vision of
Chapter 9, the coming of the Anointed One, who, of Course, is the One Who is
to receive the kingdom, would have referred to Him as “Messiah the King.” And
indeed, if His coming to which the Seventy Weeks was the determined measure
of time had been with a view to setting up a kingdom which would forthwith
displace the earth rule of man, then the title “King” would be the
appropriate one to use. But, in view of the actual purpose for which Christ
was to come at that Lintel and of the work He was then to accomplish, there
is a wonderful suitability in the title “Prince.” And not only so, but this



title serves as a connecting link with certain New Testament Scriptures,
referred to below, in which His work for this age is set forth in a
comprehensive way.

For the title “Prince” is given to the Lord Jesus Christ by the Holy Spirit,
four times; whereas He was not once proclaimed by Heaven’s authority as King,
at His first coming. (He was referred to as the King by the Gentile Magi, by
Nathaniel when he first. met Him, by the excited multitude at His last entry
into Jerusalem, when their nationalistic expectations had been raised to a
high pitch by the miracle of the raising of Lazarus, and by Pilate in
derision. He was not so styled by John the Baptist, by Himself, or by His
immediate disciples and apostles. These latter called Him “Master” and
“Lord”.)

The four New Testament passages to which we refer are these:

1. Acts 3:15: “And killed the Prince of life, Whom God hath raised from the
dead.”

2. Acts 5:31: “Him hath God exalted with His right and to be a Prince and a
Savior, for to give repentance to Israel and forgiveness of sins.”

3. Hebrews 2:10: “For it became Him, for Whom are all things, and by Whom are
all things in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the Captain (Prince) of
their salvation perfect through sufferings.”

4. Hebrews 12:2: “Looking unto Jesus, the Author (Prince) and Finisher of
faith, Who, for the joy that was set before Him, endured the cross, despising
the shame, and is set down at the right, hand of the throne of God.”

Taken together, these four scriptures present a wonderful view of the work of
the Anointed One at His first advent. To begin with it should be noticed that
in each passage His sufferings are made prominent. Peter says to the Jews at
Jerusalem, “Ye denied the Holy One and The Just, and desired a murderer to be
granted unto you; and killed the Prince of life.” Again, in Acts 5:30, he
said: “The God of our fathers raised up Jesus, Whom ye slew and hanged on a
tree, Him hath God exalted with His right hand to be a Prince and a Saviour.”
In the third scripture we read that it became God, in bringing many sons unto
glory, to make the Prince of their salvation perfect through sufferings. And
finally, we read that as the Prince of faith, the One to Whom we must
trustfully look while running the race set before us, He endured the Cross,
despising the shame. It is needless that we should point out how perfect is
the agreement in all this with the one thing foretold of Messiah the Prince
in Daniel 9:25–26) namely that He should be cut off and have nothing. All
these Scriptures then agree in their testimony that this Anointed “Prince”
was, for the accomplishment of His mission, to suffer and to die.

Again, viewing these scriptures together, we see in them God’s fourfold
objective in sending forth His Son in the likeness of man, and in anointing
Him with the Holy Ghost and with power. It was (1) that He might be the
Prince of life, thus to meet the deepest need of His perishing people, for he
came “that they might have life”; (2) That He might also be the Prince and



Savior empowered to grant repentance and forgiveness of sins; (3) that He
might be the Prince or Leader of the salvation of God’s many sons, to bring
them all safe home to glory; and (4) that He might also be the Leader as well
as the Finisher of that faith whereby God’s people are to run (and without
which none can possibly run) with endurance the race which is set before
them, This fourfold object of the purpose of Christ’s mission at His first
advent seems to present a comprehensive setting forth of His work.

In these Scriptures then we view Him as the Prince of life exalted by God’s
right hand; as the Prince and Savior, granting repentance and pardon, and
giving the Holy Spirit “to them that obey Him” (for He will accept only
willing obedience); as the Prince of the complete and final salvation of
God’s “many sons” whom by death, He has delivered from him who has the power
of death, that is the devil (verses 14–15); and lastly as the Prince and
Completer of a faith which triumphs through all difficulties, and sustains us
to the end of the race.

To summarize: The first passage has to do with the birth of the children of
the kingdom; the second with their pardon and justification; the third with
their protection and safety while on their journey to the glory; and the
fourth with the perfecting of their faith for the endurance of all the trials
of the way. Taken altogether they give us the character of that kingdom which
we have received through grace, and which is described in Hebrews 12:28 as “a
kingdom which cannot be moved.”

“And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, and have
nothing” – Daniel 9:26)

The first clause of verse 26 focuses our attention upon the greatest of all
events. It tells us definitely that Christ was to be “cut off, and have
nothing” (the marginal reading, “and have nothing” is undoubtedly correct).
He was to have no people, no throne, no place even, on earth. But to the
Israelites the words “cut off and have nothing” would convey the meaning of
dying without posterity, without a “generation,” with none to perpetuate his
name. This was regarded by them as the greatest of all calamities; and there
was a special provision of the law whereby, in case a man should die, leaving
no seed, his brother or near kinsman should “raise up the name of the dead”
(Deuteronomy 25:5–6; Ruth 4:10). But here is the astonishing statement that
the long promised and ardently looked for Messiah was to be completely “cut
off!”

There is, in these words, a striking agreement with the prophecy of Isaiah,
which contains the following: “And who shall declare His generation? For He
was cut off out of the land of the living” (Isaiah 53:8). There could
seemingly be no “generation” for one who was “cut off.” Yet with that
marvelous prophecy runs the apparently contradictory promise, “He shall see
His seed” (verse 10).

Considering now the statement, “And after three score and two weeks shall
Messiah be cut off,” the unity of the prophecy is seen in this, that the
words, “after three score and two weeks,” bring us to the last of the



“Seventy Weeks,” that is, to the period referred to in verse 24; and the
words, “Messiah shall be cut off,” declare the means whereby the six
predictions of that verse were to be fulfilled. Every part of this prophecy
is thus firmly bound to every other part. It all has to do with the coming of
Christ and what He was to suffer at the hands of His people; and it includes
also a foretelling of the judgments that were to befall them for putting Him
to death.

We would, therefore, fix our attention for a little while upon this special
period of time, this three years and a half from the anointing of the Lord at
His baptism to His crucifixion. That period is frequently referred to in the
Gospels as the “time” or “this time,” meaning the time of the Messiah. Thus,
when our Lord said, “The time is fulfilled” (Mark 1:15), He doubtless had
reference to the time revealed to Daniel, the time when Christ was to be made
manifest to Israel. Again, in Luke 12:56, where he asked, “How is it that ye
do not discern the time?” and in Luke 19:44, where he said, “Because thou
knewest not the time of thy visitation,” we may properly conclude that He had
in mind the same “set time,” which had been definitely marked off in the
unchangeable counsels of God and which He had communicated to Daniel, the man
who was greatly beloved. The last mentioned passage (Luke 19:41–44) is very
closely related to the prophecy of the seventy weeks, for it is itself a
prophecy by Christ of the same destruction of Jerusalem which is foretold in
the prophecy of the seventy weeks.

Surely there was no “time” like that, when God’s blessed Son, in lowly human
form, went about doing good and healing all that were oppressed of the devil.
Many prophets and kings had desired to see those things, and the angels
desire to look into them. We should therefore be greatly impressed by the fad
that God had, hundreds of years before, foretold that “time,” had given the
measure of it, and had declared how it should end.

But more than this, the Lord made frequent reference also to a particular
“hour,” calling it “My hour.” The “time” was that of His personal ministry in
Israel, according to this prophecy; and the “hour” was that of His being “cut
off,” according to the same prophecy.

We would call to mind some of those passages, which must ever awaken love and
praise in the hearts of those for whose sake he endured the agonies of that
awful and mysterious “hour.” Thus, when certain Greeks desired to see Him,
their interest being prompted by the great commotion caused by the raising of
Lazarus, and when crowds were thronging to see Him and Lazarus also (John
12:9), He referred to the approaching “hour” when He, being lifted up from
the earth, should draw “all men,” Greeks as well as Jews, unto Him, and said,
“The hour is come that the Son of man should be glorified”; and again, “Now
is My soul troubled; and what shall I say? Father save me from this hour? But
for this cause came I unto this hour” (John 12:20–27). Also in John 17:1 we
read His words, “Father, the hour is come.” And a little later that same
evening He prayed in the garden, asking “that if it were possible the hour
might pass from Him” (Mark 14:35). It is plain that, in these passages, He
was speaking of the hour when He should be made a sacrifice for sin upon the
Cross — the hour when Messiah should “be cut off and have nothing.”



The Judgment. “The Prince That Shall Come”.

The verse we are now considering (Daniel 9:26) foretells not only the
crowning sin of Israel in putting their Messiah to death, but also the great
and terrible judgment that was to follow the perpetration of that unspeakable
deed. There is a direct logical connection between the two events, which will
account for the fact that the chronological order is not strictly followed.

There are differences of opinion among competent scholars as to the proper
translation of the latter part of verse 26. In the text of the A.V. it reads:

“And the people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the
sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the
war desolations are determined.”

The R.V. makes clearer the meaning of the last clause. It reads: “and unto
the end shall be war; desolations are determined.”

Notwithstanding, however, the differences of translation, it is not difficult
to gather the meaning of the passage. Indeed, so far as we are aware, all
expositors agree that it foretells the exterminating judgment of God, which
in due time was executed by the Roman armies under Titus, by whom the city
was overwhelmed as “with a flood” (a figure often used for an invading army),
and the city and the land were given over to the age long “desolations,”
which had been “determined” in the counsels of God. Doubtless the Lord had
this very passage in mind when, speaking of the then approaching siege and
destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, He said: “For these be the days of
vengeance, that all things that are written may be fulfilled” (Luke 21:22).
The “things that are written” were the things foretold in this verse of the
prophecy (Daniel 9:26), which were “fulfilled” at that time. The Lord’s words
recorded in Matthew 23:32–36, and Luke 19:43–44, also refer to the calamities
foretold in Daniel 9:26 as will be clearly seen by turning to those passages.

The following then is the meaning we derive from the text of the A.V. and
R.V.: That the people of a “prince” (i.e., a leader or commander), who was to
come with arms against Judea and Jerusalem, would utterly destroy both the
city and the temple; that the destruction thereof should be as if a flood had
swept everything away; that to the end there should be war; and that
“desolations” for the land and city were definitely “determined.”

Thus the entire prophecy of the Seventy Weeks embraces in its scope the
rebuilding of the city and the temple, and the final destruction of both. It
covers the stretch of time from the restoration of the people to their land
and city in the first year of Cyrus, down to their dispersion by the Romans
among all the nations of the world.

In this connection we would again call the reader’s attention to the striking
agreement between this part of the prophecy and the word of God to Isaiah
(Chapter 6:9–13).

Who is “The Prince That Shall Come”?

At this point we are confronted with a question which very seriously affects



the interpretation of the prophecy. Taking the words according to their
apparent and obvious meaning (which should always be done except where there
is a compelling reason to the contrary) it would seem quite clear that “the
prince,” whose people were to destroy the city and the sanctuary, was Titus,
the son of the then emperor Vespasian, he (Titus) being the “prince” or
“leader” who was in actual command of those armies at the time. In fact we
are bold to say that the words of the prophecy, which are the words of God
sent directly from heaven to Daniel, do not reasonably admit of any other
interpretation. Nor, so far as we are aware, was any other meaning ever put
upon them until within recent years, and then only by those belonging to a
particular “school” of interpretation. According to the “school” referred to,
the words “the prince that shall come” do not mean the prince who did come,
and whose armies fulfilled this prophecy by destroying the city and the
temple, but they mean some other “prince,” who in fact has not yet come, and
who (of course) could have nothing whatever to do with the subject of the
passage, to wit, the destruction of the city and the temple.

According to the view we are now considering, the passage is taken to mean
that there is a “prince” who is to “come” at some unknown time yet future,
which prince will be of the same nationality as the people (the Roman armies)
by whom the city and the Sanctuary were to be destroyed. It is further
assumed, and taught with much confidence, that this “coming prince” will be
in league with Antichrist, if indeed he be not Antichrist himself. This is a
very radical idea, one which changes the entire meaning of this basic
prophecy, and affects the interpretation of all prophecy. It transfers the
main incidents of the prophecy of the Seventy Weeks from Christ to
Antichrist, and removes them bodily from the distant past to the uncertain
future, thus separating them far from all connection with the period of
seventy weeks to which God assigns them. This manner of dealing with
Scripture is, so far as our experience goes, without parallel or precedent in
the field of exegesis. Is it sound and sober interpretation of Scripture, or
is it playing pranks with prophecy?

For, with all due and proper respect for those who hold this view, we are
bound to say that it does the greatest possible violence to words which are
not at all obscure or of uncertain meaning. There is no conceivable reason
why any prince (i.e., commander) should be mentioned in this passage except
the one whose armies were to accomplish the destruction of the city and
temple, that being the subject of the passage. The words are appropriate to
convey one meaning and one only. It is simply unthinkable that the destroying
agency would be identified by reference to some prince who was not to come
upon the scene for several thousand years, or that the Romans of the first
century could be called his “people.” Nor would anyone who possessed the
slightest understanding of the use of language employ the words of the text
in order to convey the information that the people, by whom the city was to
be destroyed, would be of the same nationality as some “prince” who was to
“come” (without saying whence, or whither, or for what) at some remote and
unspecified time. And finally, even if it were supposable that such an
utterly foreign subject as a prince, who was to come many centuries after the
event prophesied, would be lugged into such a passage, then it would have
been made to say not “the people of the prince that shall come shall destroy



the city,” but that a prince of the people who destroyed the city shall come.

Furthermore, we know that the armies of prince Titus did destroy the city and
temple, and that to this day the seven-branched candlestick, which was
carried in his triumphal procession, is sculptured on the arch which was
erected at Rome in his honor. But we know nothing of any Roman prince who is
to “come” (come where?) in the future. The term “Roman” pertains to nothing
now except the papacy.

And besides all this, if any “prince” should hereafter “come” (it matters not
whence or whither) it could not property be said that the people who
destroyed Jerusalem in A.D. 70 were his people. The plain and simple words of
the prophecy are “the people of the prince who shall come.” Those words can
only mean the man who was the prince or leader of the people at the time they
destroyed the city and temple. Those Roman legions and auxiliaries were the
people of prince Titus. But in no sense are they the people of some prince
who may arise several thousand years later. The French armies which invaded
Russia were the people of Napoleon their commander; but in no proper sense
were they the people of General Foch. They were all dead long before he was
born.

This prophecy has nothing whatever to do with any future Roman prince; nor is
there, so far as we are aware, any ground for saying that a Roman prince will
arise to play a part in the time of the end of this age. During the centuries
that have now elapsed such changes have taken place that no potentate of the
approaching end times could be described as the prince of the people by whom
Jerusalem was destroyed.

The prophecy of the Seventy Weeks is manifestly an account, given beforehand,
of the second period of the national existence of the Jewish people. They
were to last as a nation only long enough to fulfill the Scriptures, and to
accomplish the supreme purpose of God, in bringing forth the Messiah, and.
putting Him to death. The time allotted for this was 490 years. This being
accomplished, God had no further use for Israel. His dealings thenceforth
were to be with another people, that “holy nation” (1 Peter 2:9), composed of
all who believe the gospel, and who “receive” the One Who was rejected by
“His own” (John 1:11–13).

Yet the predicted judgment did not immediately follow; for Christ prayed for
His murderers in His dying hour, “Father, forgive them; for they know not
what they do” (Luke 23:34). In answer to that prayer the full probationary
period of forty years (A.D. 30 to A.D. 70) was added to their national
existence, during which time repentance and remission of sins was preached to
them in the Name of the crucified and risen One, and tens of thousands of
Jews were saved.

The perfect accuracy of Scripture is seen in this, that while it was
definitely stated that the six things of Daniel 9:24 were to be accomplished
within the determined period of seventy weeks, and while the destruction of
the rebuilt city and temple was also predicted, that event is not among the
things which were to happen within the seventy weeks.



In this connection it is important to observe that, while the predicted
events of verse 24 were to happen within the measured period of seventy
weeks, and the events of verse 27 were to happen in the midst of the last
week of the seventy, the time of the predicted judgments is not specified.
Thus the prophecy left room for the exercise of mercy even to that evil
generation.

“And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week, and in
the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation
to cease” (Daniel 9:27)

We come now to the last verse of the prophecy, which verse is of surpassing
interest and importance. It has to do specifically with the seventieth week
of the prophecy. The expiration of 69 weeks brought us “unto Christ,” but not
to His crucifixion, nor to that which is the great subject of all prophecy,
“the sufferings of the Christ” (1 Peter 1:11). Particularly it should be kept
in mind that the six things of Daniel 9:24 depended for their accomplishing
upon His atoning death, His resurrection, and His ascension into heaven. All
these events were “after the threescore and two weeks.”

When Moses and Elijah appeared with Christ in glory on the Mount of
Transfiguration, they “spake of His exodus which He should accomplish at
Jerusalem” (Luke 9:31). His “exodus” or “way out” of this world was the
consummation of the purposes of God, the climax of all prophecy, the supreme
event of all the ages. Thereby he accomplished eternal redemption, opened a
fountain for sin and for uncleanness, scaled the everlasting covenant, and
set aside forever the sacrifices appointed by the law.

The first part of Daniel 9:27, quoted at the head of this chapter, is quite
clear except for the words “for one week,” which will be explained later on.
The meaning of the clause (apart from those three words) is, we believe,
easily discerned in the light of the New Testament scriptures. “To confirm”
the new covenant (Jeremiah 31:31– 34; Hebrews 8:6–13; 10:1–18), that is, to
make it sure, was the great purpose for which the Son of God came into the
world in the body of flesh prepared for Him (Hebrews 10:5). Moreover, it was
by His death as a sacrifice for sin that He displaced and abolished the
sacrifices of the law, thus causing them “to cease.” God had had “no
pleasure” in these because they “could never take away sins,” whereas “it
pleased the Lord to bruise Him”, making “His soul an offering for sin”
(Isaiah 53:10).

If we take the pronoun “He” as relating to “the Messiah” mentioned in the
preceding verse, then we find in the New Testament scriptures a perfect
fulfillment of the passage, and a fulfillment, moreover, which is set forth
in the most conspicuous way. That pronoun must, in our opinion, be taken as
referring to Christ, because (a) the prophecy is all about Christ, and this
is the climax of it;

(b) Titus did not make any covenant with the Jews; (e) there is not a word in



Scripture about any future “prince” making a covenant with them. Other
reasons in support of this conclusion will appear later on. But the foregoing
are sufficient. There are three points in the passage we are now studying,
and each of them is completely fulfilled in the inspired accounts of the work
of the Lord Jesus Christ given in the New Testament. Those three points are:

1. Confirming the covenant with many;
2. What happened in the midst of the week;
3. Causing the sacrifice and the oblation to cease. We will briefly examine
these three points in order.

1. Confirming the covenant with many
We ignore for the present the words “for one week,” which words would seem to
limit the duration of the “covenant” to the short period of seven years. It
will suffice for now to say that there is no preposition “for” in the text,
and that the words “one week” do not refer to the duration of the covenant,
but to the time when it was confirmed; for that covenant was confirmed by the
shedding of the blood of Christ (Hebrews 9:14–20) in “the one week,” the last
of the seventy which had been “determined.” This will be clearly shown later
on.

As to the fulfillment of this important feature of the prophecy we have a
clear announcement from the Lord’s own lips. For when, in the institution of
His memorial supper, He gave the cup to His disciples, he uttered these
significant words, “This is My blood of the new covenant, shed for many for
the remission of sins” (Matthew 26:28). In these words we find four things
which agree with the prophecy: ONE — “the One” who was to confirm the
covenant, Christ; TWO — “the covenant” itself; THREE — that which “confirmed”
the covenant, the blood of Christ; FOUR — those who receive the benefits of
the covenant, the “many.” The identification is complete; for the words
correspond perfectly with those of the prophecy, “He shall confirm the
covenant with many.” There could not be a more perfect agreement.

It is to be noted in this connection that the prominent feature of the new
covenant is the forgiveness of sins (Jeremiah 31:34; Hebrews 10:1–18). Hence
the significance of the Lord’s words, “for the remission of sins.” His
mission in coming into the world was to “save His people from their sins”
(Matthew 1:21). That is the prominent feature of His gospel (Luke 24:47; Acts
10:43).

It is further to be noted that, although the promise of the New Covenant was
made to the entire “house of Israel and house of Judah,” not all of them
entered into its benefits. Those who rejected Christ were “destroyed from
among the people” (Acts 3:23). They were, as branches, “broken off (Romans
11:17). We see then the accuracy of Scripture in the words of the prophecy
“with many,” and those of the Lord Jesus “shed for many.”

This use of the word “many” is found in other like scriptures. Thus, in a
similar prophecy it is written: “My righteous Servant shall justify many”
(Isaiah 53:11). Again, “And many of the children of Israel shall he turn to
the Lord their God” (1:11, 16). This was said by the same heavenly messenger,
Gabriel, when he announced to Zachariah the birth of his son. And yet again —



this time from the lips of Simeon — “This Child is set for the fall and
rising again of many in Israel” (Luke 2:34). And yet once more, in the words
of the Lord Jesus, “For the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give His life a ransom for many” (Matthew 20:28). In each of
these scriptures the word “many” applies to those who receive by faith the
benefits of the New Covenant which Christ made sure by the shedding of His
blood upon the Cross.

2. In the midst of the week
These words are important in helping to identify the fulfillment of the
prophecy. Considering the supreme importance of the death of Christ, upon
which depended not only the six predictions of verse 24, but all the purposes
of God; and considering also that the prophecy gives the time when the Lord’s
ministry as “the Messiah” was to begin, we should expect to find in it a
statement when His ministry was to end by His being “cut off.” This
information is given in the words “in the midst of the week”, that is the
seventieth week. The expiration of 69 weeks brought us “unto the Messiah.”
Only “one week” of the seventy remained; and in the midst of that last week
He was crucified.

We have here (as already indicated) a valuable means of checking up our
conclusions and testing their correctness. For, as has been often pointed out
since very early times, the Gospel of John contains information by which it
appears that the ministry of Christ lasted three and a half years. In fact,
Eusebius, a Christian writer of the fourth century, is quoted as saying: “It
is recorded in history that the whole time of our Savior’s teaching and
working miracles was three years and a half, which is half a week. This, John
the evangelist will represent (i.e. will make known) to those who critically
attend to his Gospel.

Thus the length of our Lord’s ministry, as disclosed by the Gospel of John
(half a week), strikingly confirms the prophecy, which gives 69 weeks unto
the beginning of the Lord’s ministry, and fixes the ending thereof “in the
midst of the week” following.

3. He shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease
No one will dispute that, when Christ suffered and died on the Cross, thus
offering “one sacrifice for sins forever,” he then and there caused the
sacrifice, and oblations of the law to cease as a divine appointment. Even
when in full vigor they were but the shadows of that perfect and all-
sufficient sacrifice which he, as the Lamb foreordained before the foundation
of the world, which was to offer in due time. Hence they were completely
displaced when Christ, through the eternal Spirit, offered Himself without
spot to God.

Neither can there be any question that the removal of those sacrifices (which
could never take away sins) was a great thing in the eyes of God, a thing so
great and well-pleasing to Him, to warrant its having a prominent place in
this grand Messianic prophecy. In proof of this important point we direct the
attention of our readers to Hebrews, chapters 8, 9 and 10. In those chapters
the Spirit of God puts before us in great detail, and with solemn emphasis,
the setting aside of the Old Covenant, with all that related to it, the



“worldly sanctuary,” the priesthood, the “ordinances of divine service,” and
particularly those many sacrifices (by which a remembrance of sins was made
every year); and he puts before us also the confirming of the New Covenant,
with its heavenly sanctuary, its spiritual priesthood, its sacrifices of
praise and thanksgiving, all based upon the atonement of Christ. The great
subject of this part of Hebrews, as of the prophecy of the Seventy Weeks, is
the Cross.

Hebrews 10 dwells largely upon the sacrifices which were “offered by the
law,” emphasizing the imperfection and insufficiency thereof to purge the
conscience of the offerers, and declaring that, for that reason, God had no
pleasure in therein. It was because of this (“wherefore”) that the Son of God
said, “Lo, I come (in the volume of the Book it is written of Me) to do Thy
will, O God” (verse 7). This relates the passage directly to the prophecy of
the Seventy Weeks, which has for its subject the coming of Christ into the
world and the purpose for which He came. How full of significance then, and
how conclusive for the object of our present study, are the words which
follow!

“Above when He said, Sacrifice and offering and burnt offerings and offering
for sin Thou wouldst not, neither hadst pleasure therein; which are offered
by the law; then said He, Lo, I come to do Thy will, O God. He taketh away
the first, that He may establish the second” (Hebrews 10:8–9).

This is the climax of the whole matter. “He taketh away” those sacrifices and
oblations wherein God had no pleasure! What perfect agreement with the words
of the prophecy, “He shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease”! And
when we find, both in the prophecy (Daniel 9:27) and in Hebrews 10, that this
setting aside of the sacrifices of the law is connected directly with the
confirming of the New Covenant, we are compelled to conclude that the passage
in Hebrews is the inspired record of the fulfillment of this Prophecy.

We ask careful attention to the fact that in Hebrews 10:12 it is expressly
stated that Christ took away the sacrifices of the law when He offered
Himself as the “one sacrifice for sins forever,” ere he “sat down on the
right hand of God.” Those sacrifices, therefore, ceased to exist in God’s
contemplation from the moment Christ died. From that moment God regards no
longer the sacrifices of the law. It is impossible; therefore, that the words
“he shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to cease” could refer to any event
subsequent to the crucifixion of Christ. To this we purpose to return. But at
this point we would simply raise the question, where shall we look for a
fulfillment of the prophecy, if we reject that recorded in Hebrews 10:9?

“For One Week”

We come now to the words “for one week” (Daniel 9:27), which have been the
means of leading astray some who have undertaken to explain this prophecy.

Manifestly those words are utterly inconsistent with the view that the
covenant spoken of is the New Covenant, since that is “everlasting” (Hebrews
13:20). But it is hardly conceivable that any covenant — particularly one of
such importance as to have a prominent place in this prophecy — would be



confirmed for such a brief term as seven years Even if we suppose, as some do
(though with no proof whatever to support them), that the prophecy refers to
some agreement which the supposed “prince” of the future will supposedly make
with “many” Jews, permitting them to resume the long abolished sacrifices of
the law, can we conceive that such a covenant would be limited to the
insignificant term of seven years?

In view of the difficulty presented by the words “for one week,” we consulted
a Hebrew scholar, asking him if there were any preposition “for” in the
original text, or anything to imply it. His reply was that there is no “for”
in the text, or anything to imply it. This information removed the chief
difficulty; but it left still unsettled the meaning to be given to the words
“one week.” That further information, however, was supplied by the same
Hebrew scholar (formerly a Jewish Rabbis but now a servant of the Lord Jesus
Christ), who gave us the English rendering of the Septuagint Version of
Daniel 9:27. This Septuagint Version is a translation of the Hebrew
Scriptures into Greek, made nearly three hundred years before the birth of
Christ. It has a claim on our acceptance as an authoritative version, because
our Lord and His apostles frequently quoted from it.

Particularly do we ask attention to the fact that when our Lord, in His
prophecy on Mount Olivet, quoted from the latter part of Daniel 9:27, He used
the words of the Septuagint version, namely, “the abomination of desolation”
(Matthew 24:15). Therefore we have a special warrant for following the sense
of the Septuagint. We give the English translation of the entire verse as it
appears in the Septuagint.

“And one week shall establish the covenant with many; and in the
midst of the week my sacrifice and drink offering shall be taken
away; and upon the temple shall be the abomination of desolation;
and at the end of the time (the age) an end shall be put to the
desolation.”

From this wording the meaning of the first clause is easily grasped. It is a
common form of speech to say for example, “the year 1776 established the
independence of the American colonies”; “the year 1918 restored Alsace and
Lorraine to France,” etc., which is a figurative way of saying that such or
such an event took place at the time specified. This form of expression is
used when it is desired to call special attention to the year, or other
period, in which a certain event occurred. So here, the previous verses
having accounted for 69 of the total of 70 weeks, it was most appropriate to
emphasize that last week; and especially so for the reason that the last week
was not only to fulfill the six predictions of verse 24) but it was to be the
climax of all the ages.

The sense of the passage then is this: That the one remaining week would
witness the confirming of the covenant (which could only mean the promised
New Covenant) with the many; and that, in the midst of that last week, Christ
would cause the entire system of sacrifices appointed by the law to cease, by
the offering of himself in the all-sufficient sacrifice for sins.



This gives to the last week of the seventy the importance it should have, and
which the prophecy as a whole demands, seeing that all the predictions of
verse 24 depend upon the events of that last week. On the other hand, to make
this last Week refer to a paltry bargain between Antichrist (or a supposed
Roman prince) and some apostate Jews of the future, for the renewal (and that
for a space of only seven years) of those sacrifices which God has long ago
abolished forever, is to intrude into this great scripture a matter of
trifling importance, utterly foreign to the subject in hand. and to bring the
entire prophecy to an absurdly lame and impotent conclusion.

“My Sacrifices and Drink Offering”

In further elucidation of the sense of verse 27 we would call special
attention to the words of the Septuagint Version, “my sacrifice and drink
offering shall be taken away.” Before the death of Christ the sacrifices of
the law were God’s. But he would never call His the sacrifices which apostate
Jews might institute under agreement with Antichrist. This we deem to be
conclusive.

Subsequently to the first appearance of these papers we have had access to
Dr. Wm. M. Taylor’s excellent book entitled, Daniel the Beloved, in which the
above rendering of verse 27 is confirmed. Dr. Taylor gives Dr. Cowle’s
version of that verse, as follows: “One seven shall make the covenant
effective to many. The middle of the seven shall make sacrifice and offerings
to cease,” etc.

We quote also from Dr. Taylor’s comments, which afford confirmation of the
conclusions we had already reached:

“It is well known by those acquainted with chronology that Christ was born
four years earlier than the first of the era which we call by His name.
Therefore, at the year 26 A.D. our Lord would be really thirty years of age;
and we know (Luke 3:23) that His baptism, or public manifestation to the
people, took place when He ‘began to be about thirty years of age’.

“Further, at the end of half a seven of years, or in the middle of the
heptad, Messiah, according to this prediction, was to cause the sacrifice and
offerings to cease. Now, if we suppose this to refer to the fact that
Christ’s death, being a real and proper sacrifice for sin, virtually
abolished all those under the law, which were only typical, we have here a
date harmonizing with that of the Crucifixion. It is as near as possible
demonstrable from the Gospel by John that our Savior’s public ministry lasted
three years and it half (see Robinson’s Harmony of the Gospels, Appendix);
and this is corroborated by the parable of the barren fig tree (Luke 13:69)
which seems to indicate that three years of special privilege to the Jews had
run their course, and that a fourth, or a portion of a fourth, was to be
given them. Here again, therefore, we have a coincidence of date between the
prediction and the history.

“The exposition we have given of this section of Daniel’s prediction, find of
the manner of its fulfillment is fitted to stir the heart even of the most
indifferent. For myself, I feel awed by the sense of the nearness of God,



which comes over me when I read these verses and when I remember how they
have been confirmed by the events of which Calvary was the scene. God is in
this history of a truth. But let us not forget that it differs from ordinary
history only that here we are permitted to read out of the Book of Divine
purpose and prescience; whereas in other cases that record is hidden from our
eyes. God is in, all history as really and as much as he was in this. How
solemn, yet how reassuring also is the thought!”

In view of all this, we would ask, how can any sober minded expositor of the
Scriptures set aside the perfect and heart satisfying fulfillment of this
wonderful prophecy, so clearly to be seen in “the events of which Calvary was
the scene,” and propose instead a contrived fulfillment, in a supposed
covenant (whereof the Scriptures say not a word) between Antichrist and the
Jewish people of the last days, relating to the imagined revival of the long
abolished sacrifices of the law?

Therefore we conclude that the modern interpretation which takes Christ and
the Cross out of the last verse of the prophecy, where it reaches its climax,
and puts Antichrist and his imaginary doings into it, does violence to the
Scripture and serious wrong to the people of God.

(To be continued)

Disinformation and Fake News:
Mainstream Media and Alternative Media
Both Guilty

I turned into a conspiracy researcher from 1980 which was when I first read
John Todd’s testimonial about Witchcraft and the Illuminati. Todd taught me
to read between the lines when listening to newscasters. The mainstream media
is owned and controlled by large corporations. Almost by definition, a
corporation’s bottom line is profit, not the well being of the public. An
excellent resource that brings this out is a book, “Flat Earth News” by Nick
Davies. The message of that book:

“Mainstream media (MSM) news agencies have been taken over by
profit-seeking corporations. One way to raise profits is to cut
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costs, and cutting costs include time taken to fact check sources
of information. In other words, making money rather than educating
the public is the sole motivation of news corporations today. “

Conspiracy researchers such as myself have realized this instinctively and
have therefore turned to alternative news media for information. My search
for truth became a journey of hit and miss with alternative media. After a
few months of listening to the likes of Alex Jones, Jeff Rense, David Icke,
Joyce Riley, and others, I began to see they had something in common other
than trying to educate the public. They all have something to sell! And it’s
usually health food supplements that are supposed to protect us from the
effects of nuclear radiation.

On this website, I wrote about Joyce Riley’s false reporting of the aftermath
of the Dai-Ichi nuclear reactor in Fukushima Japan. Though she promoted
health products on her website, she lived from 1948 – 2017, only 69 years.
I’ve outlived her by one year so far. I’m not on any medications and take
only vitamin C and zinc supplements, I think I’m doing OK health-wise. I can
still run up a flight of stairs and ride a mountain bike for exercise.

The following is an excerpt from a New York Times magazine article by a man
who once worked for Alex Jones as a video editor, Josh Owens, written on Dec.
5, 2019: I Worked for Alex Jones. I Regret It.

Soon after I was hired, Jones’s Infowars-branded store — which sells
emergency-survival foods, water filters, body armor and much more —
introduced an iodine supplement, initially marketed as a “shield” against
nuclear fallout. Still learning the ropes, I was tasked with creating video
advertisements for the supplement, which he ran on his online TV show. One of
these ads started with a shot of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant as
it exploded. I doubled the sound of the explosion, adding a glitch filter and
sirens in the background for dramatic effect. Jones stood over my shoulder as
I edited. “This is great,” he said. “See if you can find flyover footage of
Chernobyl as well.”

Shortly after Jones began selling the supplements, someone posted a video on
YouTube holding a Geiger counter displaying high radiation readings on a
beach in Half Moon Bay, Calif. The video went viral, stoking fears that
radiation from Fukushima was drifting across the Pacific Ocean. Jones saw an
opportunity and sent me, along with a reporter, a writer and another
cameraman, to California. We had multiple Geiger counters shipped overnight,
unaware of how to read or work them, and drove up the West Coast, frequently
stopping to check radiation levels. Other than a small spike in Half Moon Bay
— which the California Department of Public Health said was from naturally
occurring radioactive materials, not Fukushima — we found nothing.

Jones was furious. We started getting calls from the radio-show producers in
the office, warning us to stop posting videos to YouTube stating we weren’t
finding elevated levels of radiation. We couldn’t just stop, though; Jones
demanded constant real-time content. On some of these calls, I could hear
Jones screaming in the background. One of the producers told me they had
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never seen him so angry.

We scrambled to find something, anything we could report on. We tested
freshly caught crab from a dock in Crescent City, Calif., and traveled to the
Diablo Canyon nuclear plant in Avila Beach, asking fishermen if we could test
the small croakers they caught off a nearby pier. We even tried to locate a
small nuclear-waste facility just so we could capture the Geiger counter
displaying a high number. But we couldn’t find what Jones wanted, and after
two weeks of traveling from San Diego to Portland, we flew back to Texas as
failures, bracing for Jones’s rage.

For more about Alex Jones, please see Why I stopped listening to Alex Jones

What I think about what Jeff Rense has to say about Fukushima.

Joyce Riley also came out with disinformation and lies about Fukushima

Folks, I was living in Japan during the major earthquake and tsunami that
killed around 20,000 people on March 11, 2011. It seemed so ironic to me that
the further away a person lives from Fukushima, the more he or she seemed to
fear it! And why? They were getting fear-mongering news from the media! And
alternative media actually told MORE lies about Fukushima than the mainstream
media did! My home was then in Niigata City, only a little over 100 miles or
160 kilometers as the crow flies from the damaged Fukushima Dai-Ichi power
plant in the town of Futaba, Fukushima Prefecture. I can tell you the thought
of harmful nuclear radiation in the air from the power plant was not a topic
of discussion among the locals. Nobody was worried. But for some reason, a
friend who lived hundreds of miles further away in southern Japan was
spreading on the Internet all kinds of horror stories about Fukushima. And
where did he get it from? From alternative media in America!

Here’s a general rule of thumb for how I judge the news today: When I listen
to mainstream media, I always try to read between the lines and not take
anything at face value. Newscasters like Lester Holt of NBC are enjoyable to
listen to, but I don’t believe anything he says about the coronavirus or the
importance of vaccinations. For alternative news sources, I stick with men
who I see to be sincere and dedicated Christians, men like Dr. Chuck Baldwin.
When I heard him say that QAnon is a hoax, I believed him. I don’t follow
QAnon. I’m grateful to pastor Baldwin for warning me about it. Some of my
friends do follow QAnon. I think not only are they wasting their time, but
they are also going to be greatly discouraged and disappointed someday when
they see everything that Q promised them did not and will not come to pass.

Another way some people get news is through social media like Facebook or
Twitter. This may be the least reliable method for a couple reasons.

1. Both Facebook and Twitter are subject to censorship of any information
that is contrary to the mainstream narrative.

2. Well meaning friends may share information they didn’t fact check. Once I
got a link from a trusted friend about the Pope changing one of the Ten
Commandments and adding an eleventh commandment! I immediately shared it on
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my Facebook timeline only to find a few hours later that it was false! Why
did I share information without fact checking it? Two reasons: I got the
information from a very good and trusted friend, and the information agreed
with my cognitive bias about the Pope. I had to learn to always fact check.
This also applies to other social media that is becoming popular such as MeWe
and Parler. You won’t face censorship using them, but well meaning friends
can still lead you astray by their posts.

Misapplication of the Precautionary
Principle has Misplaced the Burden of
Proof of Vaccine Safety

The abstract statement below is from a PDF file you can download It was
written by Roslyn Judith (Judy) Wilyman, an Australian anti-vaccination
activist who came to prominence following the award of a humanities PhD
titled “A critical analysis of the Australian government’s rationale for its
vaccination policy”.

Macfarlane Burnet, (3 September 1899 – 31 August 1985), was an Australian
virologist best known for his contributions to immunology.

The “precautionary principle” is a broad epistemological,
philosophical and legal approach to innovations with potential for
causing harm when extensive scientific knowledge on the matter is
lacking. It emphasizes caution, pausing and review before leaping
into new innovations that may prove disastrous. (Definition from
Wikipedia.)

I added emphasis in bold and italics.
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Judy Wilyman

Abstract

Vaccination is a medical intervention that comes with a risk for some people.
In the expression of infectious diseases, it is known that the pathogen alone
does not cause disease: it is a combination of the pathogen, environment, and
genetic factors that determines expression and severity of the disease in
individuals. In 1960 Macfarlane Burnet, Nobel Prize laureate for immunology,
stated that genetics, nutrition, psychological and environmental factors may
play a more important role in resistance to disease than the assumed benefits
of artificial immunity induced by vaccination. He considered that genetic
deterioration of the population may be a consequence of universal mass
vaccination and he postulated that in the long-term vaccination may be
against the best interests of the state. The current belief that much of the
burden of infectious diseases can be alleviated if every child, in every
geographical location, has access to multiple vaccines, does not consider the
influence of genetics and environment on the health of populations. The
historical record shows that deaths and illnesses to infectious diseases fell
due to public health reforms – and prior to the introduction of most
vaccines. Since 1990 there has been a 5-fold increase in chronic illness in
children in developed countries and an exponential increase in autism that
correlates directly with the expansion of government vaccination programs.
Many individuals are genetically predisposed to the chronic illnesses that
are increasing in the population and since 1995 governments have not used
mortality or morbidity to assess outcomes of vaccination programs. Human
health can be protected in government policies if the precautionary principle
is used in the correct format that puts the onus of proof of harmlessness on
the government and pharmaceutical industry, and not the general public. This
has not been done in current vaccination programs and we cannot rule out the
possibility that the increased use of vaccines is destroying the genetic
fabric of society as MacFarlane Burnet postulated.



Reasons Why the King James Version is
the Best English Translation of the
Bible

The King James New Testament, alone of all the English translations, is based
on the Greek text known as the Textus Receptus, which is the Greek New
Testament used during the spiritual awakenings of the Reformation period.
Before the invention of printing, of course, the Scriptures were transmitted
by hand copying and circulation. The generally acknowledged and accepted
manuscripts were, of course, widely used and so wore out fairly quickly and
had to be continuously recopied on fresh papers or parchments.

Great numbers were always current, however, and there was thus a continual
self-checking process going on, securing the text against any significant
accumulation of copyists’ errors. It was from this source that the Greek New
Testament known as the Textus Receptus (“Received Text”) was compiled. The
great majority of the surviving manuscripts agree with this so-called
“Byzantine” text, as preserved through the early centuries of Christianity by
the Greek-speaking churches themselves.

When a manuscript was prepared, which either through carelessness or
deliberate intent, contained significant errors or alterations, it naturally
would tend to be discarded when its character was discovered. Unless it was
deliberately discarded, however, it would tend to survive longer than others,
for the very reason that it was not being used. This is probably the case
with the so-called Sinaitic and Vatican manuscripts, also known as Codex
Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus / Codices B and Aleph, which were discovered
in the 19th Century and which were older than any of the still-preserved
manuscripts of the Received Text. It was assumed that because the Codex
Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus manuscripts were older than the manuscripts of
the Byzantine text, they are therefore better and more accurate. This is not
so! Though the manuscripts were older and appeared in better shape, it was
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because they were not used because of the many errors found in them!

Codex Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus are both of dubious origin. It has been
speculated by some scholars that one or both were produced by Eusebius of
Caesarea on orders of Emperor Constantine. If this is true, then these
manuscripts are linked to Eusibus’s teacher Origen of Alexandria, both known
for interpreting Scripture allegorically as opposed to literally. Scholars
have designated these manuscripts as Alexandrian, linking them with
Alexandria, Egypt, the region responsible for early heresies such as
Gnosticism and Arianism (the doctrine of the denial of the Trinity). Both are
dated in the mid to late fourth century.

These manuscripts contain an amazing number of obvious and careless mistakes
and probably even some deliberate alterations. Nevertheless, because of their
antiquity, they were accepted by the scholars Westcott, Hort, Nestle and
others as the basis for their Greek New Testaments, which were published in
the 19th Century and which have in turn served as the basis for all the
subsequent modern English translations!!! In other words, if you read any
translation of the Bible in modern English, you are reading a translation
based on a corrupt manuscript!

Thus there is good reason to believe that the King James Version is still the
most accurate and reliable translation we have. In view of the other
considerations noted above, there is certainly as yet no good reason to
replace it with some ephemeral modern translation.

More reasons why the KJV is superior to all modern
English translations

It had the most spiritual translators, real believing translators, and1.
therefore the most spiritual and correct translation.
It’s the best known, the most widespread, and the most recognizable.–And2.
if you quote it, most people will recognize it and know you’re quoting
them the Bible.
It has been time-tested for nearly 400 years, and if you accept what it3.
says and obey it, it works!
It was written at the time the English language was spoken and used in4.
its most perfect form.
The English of the King James Version isn’t nearly as hard to follow as5.
its critics say. In fact, it is in general written in a much simpler
vocabulary, with a higher percentage of one and two-syllable words, than
almost any of the modern translations. The King James Version, in fact,
is almost universally acknowledged as the greatest of all masterpieces
of English literature.
It is no longer copyrighted, meaning anybody can reprint it, copy it, or6.
publish it and they don’t have to pay a copyright fee.
The King James Version was not just the work of one man, but the work of7.
a very large conference of the best men of God in England, and every
problem was worked out by God’s inspiration and the majority opinion.
The translators decided not to add footnotes and explanatory notes,8.
preferring to let the Word speak for itself.



The Doctrine of the Trinity: Is it
Biblical?

Some of my friends have called the doctrine of the Trinity, the triune
Godhead, an invented doctrine by the Catholic church at the Council of Nicea
of AD 325.

The standard Catholic Nicene Creed which I learned when a child says:

We believe in one God,
the Father, the Almighty,
maker of heaven and earth,
and of all that is, seen and unseen.

We believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ,
the only Son of God,
eternally begotten of the Father,
God from God, Light from Light,
true God from true God,
begotten, not made, one in Being with the Father.
Through him all things were made.
For us men and for our salvation,
he came down from heaven:
by the power of the Holy Spirit
he was born of the Virgin Mary, and became man.
For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate;
he suffered, died, and was buried.
On the third day he rose again
in fulfillment of the Scriptures;
he ascended into heaven
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and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again in glory to judge
the living and the dead,
and his kingdom will have no end.

We believe in the Holy Spirit,
the Lord, the giver of life,
who proceeds from the Father and the Son.
With the Father and the Son he
is worshipped and glorified.
He has spoken through the Prophets.
We believe in one holy catholic
and apostolic Church.
We acknowledge one baptism
for the forgiveness of sins.
We look for the resurrection of the dead,
and the life of the world to come.

I agree with all of the above if we define “one holy catholic and apostolic
church” as the spiritual Body of Christ founded on the Bible, not that man-
made religion of Rome, the Pope and the cardinals, bishops and priests of the
Roman Catholic church today.

The Nicene Creed expresses a triune God, the Father, the Lord Jesus Christ,
and the Holy Spirit. Does the Bible teach this?



Abraham Entertains Strangers Genesis 18:2

Genesis 18:1  ¶And the LORD appeared unto him (Abraham) in the plains of
Mamre: and he sat in the tent door in the heat of the day;
2  And he lift up his eyes and looked, and, lo, three men stood by him: and
when he saw them, he ran to meet them from the tent door, and bowed himself
toward the ground,

The all-capitals “LORD” of Genesis 18:1 is number H3068 in Strong’s
concordance. In the KJV it is the same as the Name Jehovah, the Latinization
of the Hebrew יְהֹוָה (YHWH), the proper name of the God of Israel in the
Hebrew Bible. Clearly, LORD in Genesis 18:1 is God, and yet there appeared
three men!

Some Christians think that YHWH should be pronounced Yahweh, not Jehovah. For
sure there was no J sound in Hebrew. It was a Y sound or Yehovah. Take your
pick.



The all-capitals “LORD” appears 9 more times in Genesis chapter 18:

Genesis 18:13 And the LORD said unto Abraham, Wherefore did Sarah laugh,
saying, Shall I of a surety bear a child, which am old?
Genesis 18:14 Is any thing too hard for the LORD? At the time appointed I
will return unto thee, according to the time of life, and Sarah shall have a
son.
Genesis 18:17 And the LORD said, Shall I hide from Abraham that thing which I
do;
Genesis 18:19 For I know him, that he will command his children and his
household after him, and they shall keep the way of the LORD, to do justice
and judgment; that the LORD may bring upon Abraham that which he hath spoken
of him.
Genesis 18:20 And the LORD said, Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is
great, and because their sin is very grievous;
Genesis 18:22 And the men turned their faces from thence, and went toward
Sodom: but Abraham stood yet before the LORD.
Genesis 18:26 And the LORD said, If I find in Sodom fifty righteous within
the city, then I will spare all the place for their sakes.
Genesis 18:33 And the LORD went his way, as soon as he had left communing
with Abraham: and Abraham returned unto his place.

It’s interesting that the all-capitals LORD appears 10 times in Genesis 18.
“In Genesis 1 we find the phrase “God said” 10 times, which is a testimony of
His creative power. God gave the 10 Commandments to man. Ten therefore
represents man’s responsibility to keep the commandments. A tithe is a 10th
of our earnings and is a testimony of our faith in the Lord. ” – (quoted from
https://www.biblestudy.org/bibleref/meaning-of-numbers-in-bible/10.html)

There is also a first-letter-only capitalized word in Genesis 18, “Lord”. In
Strong’s concordance, it’s designated number H136. In Hebrew, it’s pronounced
Adonay. The name Lord in the verses below are all Strong’s H136.

Genesis 18:3  And said, My Lord, if now I have found favour in thy sight,
pass not away, I pray thee, from thy servant:
Genesis 18:27 And Abraham answered and said, Behold now, I have taken upon me
to speak unto the Lord, which am but dust and ashes:
Genesis 18:30 And he said unto him, Oh let not the Lord be angry, and I will
speak: Peradventure there shall thirty be found there. And he said, I will
not do it, if I find thirty there.
Genesis 18:32 And he said, Oh let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak yet
but this once: Peradventure ten shall be found there. And he said, I will not
destroy it for ten’s sake.
Genesis 18:31 And he said, Behold now, I have taken upon me to speak unto the
Lord: Peradventure there shall be twenty found there. And he said, I will not
destroy it for twenty’s sake.

These verses are clearly referring to the Godhead.

There is yet one more case of the word in Genesis chapter 18, and it’s
written in all lower case “lord”. In Strong’s concordance, it’s H113,
adonadon, meaning master.



Genesis 18:12  Therefore Sarah laughed within herself, saying, After I am
waxed old shall I have pleasure, my lord being old also?

Sarah was clearly referring to her husband Abraham who she called lord.

To sum up Genesis 18, the word LORD appears 10 times and the word Lord
appears 5 times. Both LORD and Lord refer to God. In each case Abraham was
talking to 3 people when he was talking to God! This indicates to me the
first proof of a triune God, the Trinity, after Genesis 1:26 in which God is
referring to Himself in the plural!

Genesis 1:26 ¶And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness:
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth.

Are there other examples in the Bible that indicate a triune God? The KJV
uses the word Godhead exactly 3 times!

Acts 17:29  Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to
think that the Godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art
and man’s device.
Romans 1:20  For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his
eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse:
Colossians 2:9  For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.

The Gospel of Matthew tells us we are to be baptized in three Names:

Matthew 28:19  Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost:

The clincher Scripture for me that proves the Trinity is

1 John 5:7  For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the
Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three are one.

The Word is of course referring to Jesus Christ, the Word made flesh.

John 1:14  And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld
his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace
and truth.

Yes indeed, the doctrine of the Trinity, the triune God, is certainly
biblical!



Adventures in the Russian Arctic City
of Murmansk

I posted this article on my old website on kt70.com/~jamesjpn 20 years ago.
It was hosted by my friend Kengo Tahaha for free. A few years ago he told me
he would stop paying for the server. Only today, Dec. 9, 2020, I realized I
hadn’t copied it to this website.

“Murmansk (Russian: Му́рманск, is a port city and the administrative center
of Murmansk Oblast in the far northwest part of Russia. It sits on both
slopes and banks of a modest ria or fjord, Kola Bay, an estuarine inlet of
the Barents Sea. Its bulk is on the east bank of the inlet. It is in the
north of the rounded Kola Peninsula which covers most of the oblast. The city
is 108 kilometers (67 mi) from the border with Norway and 182 kilometers (113
mi) from the Finnish border. The city is named for the Murman Coast, which is
in turn derived from an archaic term in Russian for “Norwegian”. ” — Quoted
from Wikipedia

I visited the Russian city of Murmansk by train from St. Petersburg a total
of ten times from 1995 to 1997. Murmansk is the largest city in the world
that is north of the Arctic Circle. Though north of the Arctic Circle, the
winters are relatively mild due to a warm ocean current that crosses the
Atlantic from the Gulf of Mexico. There are nearly 24 hours of darkness from
Dec. 2 to January 20 and 24 hours of daylight in June and July.

https://www.jamesjpn.net/adventures/adventures-in-the-russian-arctic-city-of-murmansk/
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Murmansk (red circle drawn around it) is located on the Kolsky peninsula near
the Arctic Ocean. You can see St. Petersburg is located about 1000 Kilometers
to the south. Winters are long and summers very short with only about 14
really nice warm days. Anybody with any money at all goes down south for
their summer vacations, often to the Black Sea.

Here you can see the relationship of the Kolsky
peninsula with the rest of the world.



Murmansk in the summertime! The body of water in front is the Kolsky bay.
Lenin Street, Murmansk.

This is the main street of the town that runs past the train station. There’s
a large statue of Lenin still standing in a small park on this street.

What Murmansk usually looks like! Cold, drab, and dreary.



The poor lady in the photo has to stand outdoors all day to sell a bit of
fish and beans to make a living! Let’s think about her the next time we are
tempted to complain how “bad off” we are!

March of 1996, Murmansk. I’m standing next to a park buried in snow.



Yana and Ruth. Ruth is a native of Murmansk who decided to become a follower
of Jesus after receiving the Gospel from my fellow missionaries in Russia.

See, it’s not cold all the time! A nice warm June day in Murmansk. July turns
cold again with rainy weather with highs only 13 C or in the lower 50s F.

A man collecting beer bottles to resell to make a living. Unless the bottle
is broken, it won’t be lying on the ground for long in Russia. Some people
even intentionally leave their bottles on the street for the poor to pick
them up.



With Ukrainian Faithy just before boarding a train to go to Murmansk. It’s a
36-hour train trip one way from St. Petersburg. I’ve been back and forth
exactly 10 times which means I lived 25 days on that train!

The lady in the middle and her friend on the right was so glad to meet Faithy
and me! She lost her business due to pressure from the Mafia.

With Inna Hairdresser and her friend Anna.



Ukrainian Lydia with children at an orphanage we visited.

Natasha from Monchigorsk with a Sami girl. The “Sami” people are the same as
the Lapp people of northern Norway, Finland, and Sweden. They are reindeer
herders. Once I saw a race with reindeers pulling sleighs around a track
during a winter festival in Murmansk. It was fun but also very cold that day
so I couldn’t stay outside for more than 30 minutes without freezing.

Snezhana with Sergei. Sergei served as an Army Officer in the Soviet Army for
20 years. He says he doesn’t believe in God. He does seem to believe in
alcohol to help him overcome his problems. Poor guy! I really tried to help
him. But no, he “knows too much” to believe in God, ha! However, he did laugh
at my jokes.



Another proof that Russia and even the Russian Arctic is NOT cold all year
round! Over 400,000 people live in Murmansk and the surrounding area.

During a festival in the central town square where we often distributed
Gospel tracts. Once when a policeman asked what I was passing out, I told him
it is religious literature and how glad I am I have the freedom now to preach
the Gospel in his country! He agreed and said, “Ten years ago, I would have
thrown you into prison!”

Again with Inna Hairdresser and her friend Anna.



Anna in the center with her friend the librarian on the right. This is at the
entrance of a college dormitory. All the dorms in Russia seem to be co-ed. We
visited this particular dorm frequently to share with the students the
Message of God’s Love and the Gospel and made many friends. Anna is Jewish.
There wasn’t a single time during the 3 and a half years I spent in Russia
that a Russian Jew objected to me sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ with
them! They were all sweet people.

The Murmansk team of the summer of 1996! Left to right: Yanek, me, Swedish
Teen, Andrew, and Angela.

At a top high school in Murmansk. This school is right on Lenin St. in the
heart of town. The head of the English department invited me to speak in
English to the students on a regular basis. She gave me the freedom to speak
on any subject I chose, so of course, I chose Biblical subjects! There was no
pay for this but they did give us lunch. There was never a time in the
schools in Murmansk that I was forbidden to read from the Bible! — Something
I can’t even do in my own country (the US of A)!!! Actually, it is
technically a no-no in Russia too, but Murmansk is so far away from Moscow



and nobody really cares what the central government says anymore. At least
they didn’t care when I was there from 1994 to 1997.

With Snezhana (her name means snow flake in Russian) and Natasha from
Monchegorsk. The name of her city means “beautiful city”. The name
Monchegorsk is a combination of two words, the first from the Sami language
and the second from Russian. I’ve never been there, but I can bet that the
only thing beautiful there is the beautiful people who inhabit it, not the
ugly drab Soviet-style architecture!

Three people trying to pull a refrigerator up a slope!

With a school principal of one of the schools in Murmansk. She wanted to take
me on summer vacation to her home country of Belarus.



Belarussian Yanek with Natasha and friends.

What Are the Beasts of Revelation
Chapter 13?

Revelation 17:7b … the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth
her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns.

Revelation 13:1  ¶And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a
beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and
upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of
blasphemy.

Revelation 13:11  ¶And I beheld another beast coming up out of the
earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.

Notice I used the word “what” in the title of this article, not the pronoun
“who”. It’s because the Book of Daniel clearly identifies what a “beast” is.
It’s used as a metaphor for a kingdom or an empire, and not a person.

Daniel 7:3  And four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one

https://www.jamesjpn.net/eschatology/what-are-the-beasts-of-revelation-chapter-13/
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from another.
4  The first was like a lion, and had eagle’s wings: I beheld till
the wings thereof were plucked, and it was lifted up from the
earth, and made stand upon the feet as a man, and a man’s heart was
given to it.
5  And behold another beast, a second, like to a bear, and it
raised up itself on one side, and it had three ribs in the mouth of
it between the teeth of it: and they said thus unto it, Arise,
devour much flesh.
6  After this I beheld, and lo another, like a leopard, which had
upon the back of it four wings of a fowl; the beast had also four
heads; and dominion was given to it.
7  After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a fourth
beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly; and it had
great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the
residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse from all the beasts
that were before it; and it had ten horns.

The Beasts of Daniel 7 represented four empires.
Babylon
Greece
Medo-Persia
Rome

I think it’s safe to say most Bible prophecy studies will not debate that.
The term “beast” is therefore a metaphor, symbolical language. Therefore I do
not agree with Pastor John MacArthur when he says prophecy is always literal.
Some prophecies such as the Messiah born of a virgin are indeed literal, but
to call an empire a “beast” clearly indicates symbolism.

One website on the subject says:

Maybe you have asked the question what are the two beasts in
Revelation 13? The short answer is they represent the Antichrist
and the False Prophet.

I thought so too for 40 plus years, but I no longer agree with that
statement.

I used to associate the Beast of Revelation 13 with the Antichrist who is
supposed to rise to power and rule the earth for a final 7 years just before
the return of Jesus Christ. I’ve come to see this interpretation as based on
the Futurist school of interpretation which I believe to be false. I am a
Historicist, the school of prophetic interpretation which was held by the
Protestant Reformers and Baptists up to the end of the 18th century. It was
John Nelson Darby and his Plymouth Brethern who in 1830 introduced to the
evangelical Christian world the futurist interpretations of the Books of
Daniel, Revelation, and Matthew 24. In other words, Darby and his people took
prophecies that were fulfilled in the past claiming they are yet to be



fulfilled in the future! And sad to say, by and by these doctrines were
eventually accepted by the prestigious Dallas Theological Seminary and spread
around the world.

The point I want to make in this article is this: The “Beast” today
represents Globalism, the Shadow Government, the Deep State. Why would the
entire world react the same way to the pandemic with lockdowns, guarantees,
the use of face masks, and social distancing? Answer: It’s all coming from
the same source, the Beast! It’s unprecedented in history. Lockdowns are
crashing the economy, and it may all be leading up to the Mark of the Beast.
Is it too far fetched to think the Mark may have something to do with a
mandatory coronavirus vaccination?

Just in my lifetime, I can tell you many times the Beast told me something
that turned out later to be false. The Gulf War of 1990 was justified because
“Iraqi soldiers were taking babies out of hospital incubators and laid on the
floor to die.” (False!) The invasion of Iraq was justified because of
“weapons of mass destruction”. (False!) The Vietnam War was justified to
“save the world from Communism.” And now though all of Vietnam is Communist,
it has become an economic competitor to the USA! These wars cost the lives of
millions of people! If the Beast would lie about that through its mouth – the
mainstream media – why would you believe what it’s saying now about the
pandemic and the coming vaccines? I sure don’t trust anything the media is
telling me, and that includes not only liberal media, but conservative as
well.


